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A Century
of

Rope

They came from as far away as Australia
and Japan, and as nearby as Hope's
hometown of Holland. The eldest among
them had competed in the early 1930s, and
the youngest had yet to see the elephant for
the first time.

More than 400 alumni and current students
gathered on Friday and Saturday, Sept. 26-27,
to celebrate Hope's 100th fall with the
traditional Pull tug-of-war,first held in 1898.
Activities included a "rope run-walk,"

during which past and current pullers
moralers carried the rope (brand

new

and
this

campus; a banquet featuring
Pull reminiscences by competitors from every
decade from the 1930s through 1990s; EvenYear and Odd- Year luncheons in the hours
year) through

before the Pull; and, of course, the event itself.

More than 60 years separated youngest
from oldest, yet they were united with a
common bond that stripped the years away.
They were bound together, in a way, by the
rope. It was an experience each shared, and
also an experience passed from one class to
another — seniors to sophomores and juniors
to freshmen — in a cycle that has been
unbroken for decades.
(Please see pages 12-14.)
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Campus Notes

Campus honored
Hope

has received a 1997
Holland Area Beautiful

Award

for

its

Admissions

and Haworth
Conference and Learning
Office

Center.
Holland Area Beautiful recognized18 sites
awards presentation held on
Wednesday, July 16, at the Holland Township
Fire Station #1. In addition to a plaque presented
during the awards event, Hope received a
Holland Area Beautifullawn sign for a month.
Holland Area Beautiful is a non-profit
for 1997 during an

organization which,

among other projects,calls

attentionto the efforts of individuals who have
made significantimprovements to their
residences and commercialfacilities.
The two college buildings stand near one
another between Ninth and 10th streetsnear
College Avenue. They share a landscapedarea

intended to serve as a bridge to downtown

Holland, which stands immediately to the north.
At the AdmissionsOffice, the on-going

efforts of the college's groundskeeping
department were bolstered through the work
of the six students working in Admissions this

summer. With the department's help,
guidance and material support,the students
added enhancementsaround the buildings
such as plantings and wood chips.
The Admissions grounds also include
dogwood trees planted some years ago in
honor of Phil Toppen '58, a member of the
Admissions staff who died in 1985.
The Haworth Conference and Learning
Center is fronted by the Gene ('47) and Mary
('52) Van Tamelen Plaza, which includes
portionsof the Admissions Office grounds.
The Plaza features a curving walkway that
travels from 10th Street to a stone bench at
Ninth and College, as well as decorative
lampposts and ornamental trees and bushes.
The Van Tamelens,who live in Los Altos,

Princess Margriet of the Netherlands (at left),with P.J. Huizenga ’98 of
Oak Brook, III.,participatedin the unveiling of a plaque for the statue of
Albertus C. Van Raalte in Centennial Park on Thursday, Oct. 2, during a
visit scheduled in conjunction with Holland’s sesquicentennialcelebration. For more on her visit and a book about the statue, please see the
story on page seven.

Calif.,provided funds for the landscaping in the
section that bears their names. In addition to being

alumni, they grew up in the Holland area.

“Quote, unquote”
Quote, unquote

is

an

sampling of
things said at and about
eclectic

Hope College.
As Hope marked

the formal beginning of its

136th academic year, speaker Dr. Marc Baer
asked the members of the incoming freshman
class to consider their time at the college a search
for truth.

"We have high hopes for you, which are
not about the data and techniques you will
leam in the next four years on the road to
veritas [truth]," said Dr. Baer, a professor of
history. "We do not want you to become
specialists without spirit. We do not want
you to get all As and flunk life."
"And please never think that a degree
from Hope is merely a passport to privilege," he said. "Rather, the heart and soul of
every generation at this college is you, the
student, asking, TYhat's the nature of the
world and truth, and where do I fit? How
might I do well, but also how might I do
good?"'
Dr. Baer delivered his talk, "Our Search
for Veritas," during the college'sOpening
Convocation, held on Sunday, Aug. 24,
before a capacity audience in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
He offered three suggestions for the
freshmen as they conduct their search,
lessons he said were learned from his experiences with students who had come before.
"First, during the next four years, weigh
carefully what is true," he said. "Keep
asking yourselves, Ts anything true and
right? Is there a truth that has the possibility
of providing coherence for the whole of life,
to help me figure out what it means to be
just, to be fair? On what basis might I decide
which so-calledtruth is true?"'
"Second, during the next four years,

with action," Dr. Baer said.
"So leam from your professorsthe values
required for good scholarship: patience,tolerance, rigor, fairness, precision," he said. "In
the classroom,the lab, the library, let7 s do that
together,so that the sooner the better, you
become responsiblefor your own learning."
"And third, during the next four years,
form friendships carefully,"Dr. Baer said.
'Tor individuals to flourish they need to be a
part of a community of character."
"Michelle Clark, an artist, puts it like this:
'the people I surround myself with on a
regular basis — even on an irregularbasis
are people who in many ways are more than
I am. That is absolutely essential, because

—

they always cause me to go back and
wonder what else I need to do.'"
Dr. Baer noted that the students aren't
alone in their search. He explained that the
"Our" in the title of his address was significant, since the college'sprofessors are also
engaged in the search for truth. He stressed
that the professorsleam from their students,
just as the students leam from the professors.
"One of the things that has kept me and I
suspect many of my colleagues at Hope is
the cooperative relationship here between
students and professors," he said. "While
it's true that professors have professional,
peer-basedrelationships both off and on
campus...Ifor one have grown intellectually
and spirituallyfrom students— during and
outside classes, on committees, through collaborativeresearch and through advising."
"And so to students: don't underestimate
the impact you might have on professors as
we travel together this road to veritas," Dr.
Baer said.
"You students need to be teachable,but
your professors urgently need what you
have to offer us," he said. 'We value discourse, you value action. We talk too much;
you act too fast. You need to think harder;
we need to listen more. You need to take

as

observe carefully those teachers who

yourselves seriously

connect intellect with conscience,conviction

thinkers;we need to laugh at ourselves."*^
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Campus Notes
NEW DIRECTOR: D. Wesley Poythress
has been appointed director of multicultural life.

He will work to develop more multicultural leaders on campus, and provide
advisory support to the college'sorganiza-

Death saddens campus

tions of color, Hispanic Student Organization

and Black Coalition. Through collaborative
efforts with individuals,offices and groups
on and off campus, he will seek to increase

everybody knew.

and enhance multiculturalunderstanding via
programs and other efforts.
T'm very excited to have Wesley join
us," said Dr. Richard Frost, dean of students
and vice president for student development.
"I think he brings a
lot of very important gifts and skills
to Hope College;
that he's a strong

son time together before Ben, the eldest of

and

four children, started college.

committed

he

"I think

Ben Buckhout's arrival on campus on
August 21 had made headlines. He and
his father, Don, had ridden their bikes to
campus from their home in North St. Paul,
Minn., a distanceof 420 miles. The sevenday trip was designedto give father and

Their marathon ride received major
coverage in The Holland Sentinel, The
Grand Rapids Press and The Anchor, and
on TV3 in Kalamazoo. An impromptu
reception— completewith an orange and

Christian;and that

understands
that the student's
life has multiple
segments, and is
interestedin the
whole person."

that

blue finishing line stretched across 10th
D.

Wesley Poythress

his

Street — greeted
the eve of

background— at Berea, the Universityof
Iowa and most recentlyMiami University in
Ohio — brings a wealth of experience that
will benefit the students, faculty and staff of

the college," he said.
Poythress, who is a native of Alabama,
was previously coordinator of support ser-

vices with the Office of Retention and
Scholastic Enhancement in the Division of
Student Affairs at Miami University in
Oxford, Ohio.
Prior to joining the staff at Miami in 1993,
he served as the assistantdirector for curriculum and then counseling with the
University of Iowa's Upward Bound Project.
While at Iowa, he also held the position
of advisor and was later promoted to coordinator of minority outreach in the Office of
CooperativeEducation. During his tenure
there, he served as a recruiter for the university's Graduate College.
Poythressearned a master's degree in
counselor education from the University of
Iowa and his bachelor of arts from Berea
College in Kentucky. His awards/honors

and acknowledgements include being
named to Outstanding Young Men of
America in 1992 and 1996, and Exceptional
Mentor at Miami in 1995, as well as a
"CE" Service award in 1991.

Staff

New

them as they arrived, on
Student Orientation.

The headlines three weeks later told a
different,far sadder, cycling story. On

Wednesday, Sept. 10, Ben Buckhout was
part of a group of cyclists participatingin
a mid-afternoonHealth Dynamics class
when he collided with a Dial-A-Ride bus
that was leaving the transit line's
headquarters on 24th Street, between
Lincoln Avenue and U.S. 31. He was

taken

by

medical helicopterto

ButterworthHospital in Grand Rapids,
where he died at 5:31 p.m.
A saddened Hope community united
to mourn and reflect in the days
following the accident. Students, faculty,
staff,

alumni and friends of the college

Dimnent Memorial Chapel

filled

depart-

ment of music has received a standard
10-year renewal of its accreditationby the
National Association of Schools of Music

(NASM).
The departmenthas been

accredited
since 1959, and values the distinction.
"It's a source of endorsement and validation because it means that our program
meets the standards expected of a school of
music," said Dr. Wesley Ball, associateprofessor of music and chair of the department.
"I think it's especially important for a
smaller school like Hope: it contributes to
our credibility."

Hope

is the only private, four-year,

liberal arts college in the nation to be accredited in all four of the fine arts: art, dance,

music and theatre. The department of
music was identifiedas one of the 40 best
music departmentsin the country in 1994's
'The College Finder."
Hope offers a bachelor of arts degree in
music, as well as two bachelorof music
degrees: one in performance,the other in
music education.
The departmentof music has 11 full-time
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to

overflowingduring a memorial service
held on Friday, Sept. 12. They crowded
into the pews. They stood in the aisles
and even the balcony stairway. They sat
on the stage.

He was the student everybody knew.
so suddenly,and it could
have happened to anyone.
"Death puts life in perspective," said
the Rev. Ben Patterson,who is the HingaBoersma dean of the chapel, during the

He was gone

service. "[In the past 48 hours]

MUSIC ACCREDITED: The

I

had

a

lot

of conversationsthat went something
like this: T was so upset about my test.'
T was so irritated with my roommate.' T
was so worried about this thing or that
thing, and then I heard about this, and
it's all

so small.'"

Ben,

Ben Buckhout (right) and his father Don made headlines when they hiked to
campus from their Minnesota home for the start of the new school year. A
cycling accident three weeks later claimed Ben’s life.

who was

18 and a 1997 graduate

and 27 part-time faculty members. About 80
students have declared music as their major
area of study, but Dr. Ball notes that hundreds are involvedin the program at any
given time.
'The best way to look at that would be to
come to ChristmasVespers or to attend the
DeVos Musical Showcase,"he said. "I think
that's the unique character of Hope College.
Students in all majors who want to participate in music may — not because they're
forced to do so, but because they enjoy it."
The department coordinates dozens of
concerts each year, most featuring student
performers.Students also get involvedin
music beyond the campus, including as
choir directorsand organistsin area church-

of North High School,

came

to the

college as a National Merit Scholar, and

planned to major in engineering. He
had enrolled in Hope sight unseen, his
August 21 arrivalmarking his first time
on campus.
And in his brief three weeks on
campus, he'd made a strong impression
beyond the headlines heralding his
unique campus debut. Friends
rememberedhis sense of humor and his
kind spirit. He'd become involved in
activities like the theatre lighting crew
and tryouts for the freshman Pull team.
In the aftermathof the accident, the

Ben's family — his parents Don and
Carol, and younger siblings Joel, Krista
and Bethany — journeyed to Hope to

20th annual Run-Bike-Swim-Walk, held

participate in the September 12
memorial service. They shared their
memories and thoughts of Ben, and in
so doing helped the Hope community
as it shared their grief.
"Along with our other children
Joel, Krista and Bethany — Ben was a
gift," Don Buckhout said. "God gave
our children to us for a time, and they
are very precious to us. Ben was a
wonderful son and brother, who was a
valuable member of our family. But
beyond our family, he touched many
people's lives with a God-given gift for
helping, serving and being a friend."
"We are confidentthat his death is
just the beginning of an eternal life of
peace and joy for him in the presence of

on

his Savior," he said.

in his honor, at the suggestion of the stu-

"While we miss him terribly, we will
always love him," Don Buckhout said.

dents with whom he had dwelled in
Durfee Hall.

of life that

"Benjamin J. Buckhout Memorial
Scholarship" has been establishedat
Hope in his honor to benefit deserving
students with financial need. In addition, the biking portion of the college's

Saturday, Oct. 18, during
Homecoming Weekend, was dedicated

es, teaching private lessons,or as

of area

symphony

groups.
Graduates of

members
and

orchestras, choirs

jazz

the

department work in the
and many contin-

field in a variety of ways,

ue their studies at leading graduate schools.

CHRISTIAN SCHOLARSHIP: A
new "Pew College Society" is being established at Hope through a three-year grant
from the Pew Younger Scholars Program
and the Pew Charitable Trusts that will
encourageHope students to pursue scholarly careers as Christian service.

'The goal of the Hope Pew Society,"
according to Dr. Marc Baer, professor of
historyand director of the program, "will be

—

"We

are grateful to

God

for the 18 years

we shared with him."«Jt

to encourage some of our most gifted students to see college and universityteaching
as a field of Christian service, and thereby
help prepare the next generation of
Christian scholars."
In addition to challenging academically
successfulstudents at Hope to pursue scholarly careers as avenues to Christian service,
the society will also help them gain admission to Ph.D. programs at major universities.
While designed primarily for students in the
humanitiesand social sciences, the Hope
program will be open to all students interested in integratingChristian faith and the
academic enterprise.

(See “Campus Notes” on page

15.)

Events
Academic Calendar
Semester '97
Nov. 7-9, Friday-Sunday — Parents' Weekend
Nov. 27, Thursday — ThanksgivingRecess begins, 8 a.m.
Dec. 1, Monday — ThanksgivingRecess ends, 8 a.m.
Dec. 5, Friday— Last day of classes
Dec. 8-12, Monday-Friday— Semester examinations
Dec. 12, Friday — Residence halls close, 5 p.m.

Fall

Admissions
Campus Visits: The Admissions Office is open from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays, and from 9 a.m. until noon on
Saturdays. Tours and admissionsinterviews are available
during the summer as well as the school year.
Appointments are recommended.
Visitation Days offer specific programs for prospective students, including transfers and high school juniors and
seniors. The programs show students and their parents a
typical day in the life of a Hope student. The dates for 199798 are as follows:
Friday, Nov. 7,
Friday, Nov. 21,

Monday,

1997

Jan. 19,

1997

1998

Friday, Feb. 6, 1998
Friday, Feb. 20, 1998
Friday, March 6, 1998

Junior Days: Friday, April 3; Wednesday, April 8
Senior Day: Saturday, April 18
(for admitted students)
Pre-Professional Day: Wednesday,

May

6

For further informationabout any Admissions Office event, please
call (616) 395-7850, or toll free 1-800-968-7850 or write:
College Admissions Office;69 E. 10th St.;

PO

Hope

Box 9000; Holland,

The Class of ’00 Song section during last year’s Nykerk Cup competition. The Classes of ’00 and ’01 will participate in this year’s event, which will be held on Saturday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m. in the Holland Civic Center, as part of
Parents’ Weekend.

Ml; 49422-9000.

Music
Festival Concert — Saturday, Nov. 1: with the
Holland Chamber Orchestra,Holland Chorale, violinist
Renata Knific and cellist Bruce Uchimura, Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Great Performance Series — Thursday,Nov. 6: Netherlands
Chamber Choir, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Tickets

Brahms

are $10.50 for senior citizens, $12.50 for other adults and $6.50

Holland’s Sesquicentennial

Dance
Student-Choreographed

Dance

Concert —

Monday-

I

De Free Gallery
Work

Faculty Recital — Sunday, Nov. 9: Brahms Centennial Series,

free.
Recital

— Friday,

Nov. 21: Beth Quimby

of

Williamsville,N.Y., pianist,Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8

p.m. Admission is

free.

Collegium Musicum Concert — Sunday, Nov. 23: First
United Methodist Church, 57 W. 10th St., 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.
Jazz Ensemble— ^Tuesday, Nov. 25: Snow Auditorium of
Nykerk Hall of Music, 7 p.m. Admission is free.
Faculty Jazz Quintet — Wednesday, Dec. 3: Wichers
Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 7 p.m. Admission is

is

activities,please call the Holland Sesquicentennial
Office at (616)

open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m.

and Saturday and Sunday from

Junior

1

to 5

p.m. to 5 p.m. Admission

p.m.,

is

Student Recital — Thursday,Dec. 4: Wichers Auditorium of
Nykerk Hall of Music, 11 a.m. Admission is free.
23rd Annual Orchestra Mid-Day Christmas Concert
Friday, Dec. 5: DeWitt Center Kletz, noon. Admission is free.
Christmas Vespers — Saturday-Sunday,Dec. 6-7: Dimnent
Memorial Chapel. The services will be on Saturday, Dec. 6, at
8 p.m., and on Sunday, Dec. 7, at 2 p.m., 4:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.

—

Tickets will be availableto the public (limit four per person)

on Saturday, Nov. 22, beginning at 9 a.m. at the Student
Information Desk adjacent to the DeWitt Center lounge. The
sale will run while supplies last or until noon.

394-0338.

free.

Theatre
Alumni & Friends

Rivals — Friday-Saturday, Oct. 31-Nov. 1;

Regional Events
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Friday-Saturday, Nov. 28-29
The Old Kent Classic at Van Andel Arena. Hope will
play Cornerstone on Friday at 1 p.m., and either
Aquinas or Grand Valley on Saturday at 1 p.m. or 3
p.m. There will be a Hope reception at the B.O.B. on
Friday at 4 p.m.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Tuesday, Feb. 24
Featuring the Grand Rapids Griffins ice hockey team
playing the Michigan K-Wings at 7 p.m. at Van Andel
Arena.
Parents' Weekend — Friday-Sunday, Nov. 7-9
Winter Happening — Saturday, Feb. 7
Musical Showcase — Monday, March 16, 8 p.m.
DeVos Hall, Grand Rapids, Mich.
For additional informationconcerning alumni events, please

free.

For a copy of the brochure detailing all of the Sesquicentennial

by Hope students.

free.

Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 4 p.m. Admission is free.
Student Recital— Thursday, Nov. 13: Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Junior Recital — Friday, Nov. 14: Caroline Olds of Portage,
Mich., violinist, Wichers Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of
Music, 6 p.m. Admission is free.
Jazz Chamber Ensembles— Wednesday, Nov. 19: Wichers
Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 7 p.m. Admission is

tional information, call (616) 395-6996.

"Juried Student Show" — Friday-Friday, Nov. 21-Dec. 12

The gallery

college's sesquicentennial-themed
activities conclude

NetherlandsChamber Choir — Thursday,Nov. 6
A Great Performance Series event at 8 p.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel. Tickets are $10.50 for senior citizens,
$12.50 for other adults and $6.50 for students. For addi-

for students. For additionalinformation, call (616) 395-6996.

Orchestra and Wind Ensemble Concert — Friday, Nov. 7:
with pianists Joan Conway and Charles Aschbrenner,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Jazz Chamber Ensemble — Saturday, Nov. 8: Butch's Dry
Dock, 44 E. Eighth St., Holland, Mich., 9 p.m. Admission is

The

with the NetherlandsChamber Choir.

Tuesday, Nov. 24-25
KnickerbockerTheatre, 8 p.m.
Admission is free.

the Office of Public and

Alumni

Relations at (616) 395-7860.

Friday-Saturday, Nov. 7-8
By R.B. Sheridan.
Directed by John Tammi.
DeWitt Center, main theatre, 8 p.m.
Reckless — Wednesday-Saturday,Dec. 3-6
By Craig Lucas.
Directed by Daina Robins.

DeWitt Center, studio

theatre, 8 p.m.

Tickets are $7 for regular adult admission,$5 for Hope faculty
staff,

and

and $4 for senior citizens and students. The ticket office

opens approximatelytwo weeks prior to performances. Its hours
are: Monday-Friday, 10 a.m- 5 p.m.; Saturday,noon-5 p.m.
office

The

may be called at (616) 395-7890.

Visiting Writers Series
call

Wednesday, Dec. 3: Lee K. Abbott and Jackie Bartley
All readingsbegin at 7 p.m. with live music precedingbeginning

TraditionalEvents
Nykerk Cup Competition— Saturday, Nov. 8
Christmas Vespers — Saturday-Sunday,Dec. 6-7
Musical Showcase — Monday, March 16, 8 p.m.
DeVos Hall, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Honors Convocation— Thursday,April 23, 8 p.m.
Dimnent Memorial Chapel
Baccalaureate and Commencement — Sunday, May 3

at 6:30 p.m., and are held in the Knickerbocker Theatre.
Admissionis free. For additional information,or to be placed on
the series' mailing list, please call the department of English at
(616) 395-7620.

Instant Information
Updates on events, news and athleticsat Hope may be
obtained 24 hours a day by calling (616) 395-7888.
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Campus Notes

New
Hope

class sets record
Although the freshman class's academic
because Hope has

has enrolled a

statistics are up, it's not

record number of firsttime students, helping

required

build overall attendance
at the college to the
second-highest ever.

stronger."
Dr. Bekkering cited a number of reasons

in

the fall of 1994.

Overall enrollment this fall is 2,911, the

second time in history that Hope has had
more than 2,900 students.Enrollmentlast
fall was 2,849, and the previoushigh was
2,919 in the

fall

of 1995.

The student body is comprised of 1,204
men and 1,707 women from 38 states and territories,as well as from 33 foreign countries.
In addition to being large, the

development,including the college's
growing academic reputation;the quality of
life on campus, such as the way that students and faculty relate to each other;
increased appreciation of Hope's Christian
character;and the quality of the college's
facilitiesand Hope's locationin Holland.
Students transferringto Hope from other
collegesand universitiestotal 54, compared
with 64 in 1996. There are 88 students
for the

enrolled in off-campus programs,

according to Dr. James Bekkering'65,

vice president for admissions. The class's
compositeACT and SAT scores average 26
and 1,200 respectively;the mean grade point
average is 3.62; and more than a third of the
new degree-seeking students come from the
top 10 percent of their graduating high
school classes. Hope has 22 National Merit
Scholars among its freshmen — the previous
high was 17 in the fall of 1995.

compared

to 98 last year.

incoming

class also brings in solid academic credentials,

is

the applicant pool, which has become

Hope has 723 first-timestudents this
Hope had 695 first-time students last
and the previoushigh was 713, set

so, according to Dr. Bekkering.

particularlyover the last five or six years,

year.
fall,

it

"Our admissions standards as regards
academic performance haven't changed
dramatically,"he said. "What has changed,

The enrollment by

class, with last year's

class in parentheses, is:' freshmen, 740 (733);

sophomores, 706

(705); juniors, 657 (632);

seniors, 656 (621);

and specialstudents, 152

The college enrolled a record number of new students this year, boosting overall
enrollment to the second-highestever. More than 100 student Orientation
Assistants,and even faculty volunteers like history professors James Kennedy and
Marc Baer (above), helped the new students move in.

(158).

The largest student representationcomes

from Michigan with 2,118 students, followed by: Illinois, 227; Indiana, 60; New

Foreign countriesrepresented in the
student body include Austraha, Bulgaria,
Canada, Chile, Ecuador, Ethiopia, France,
Germany, India, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan,
Kenya, Korea, Kuwait, Mexico, Nepal,

York, 54; Ohio, 46; Minnesota, 32; New
Jersey, 26; Wisconsin, 23; Iowa, 16;

and

California,11; Florida,11; Missouri, 11;
Colorado, 10.

Norway, Pakistan, Palestine,Peru, Poland,
Russia, South Africa, Spain, Taiwan,
Turkey, the Ukraine, the United Kingdom,

Venezuela, Vietnam, Yugoslavia and
Zambia. iJt

Winter Sports
Women’s Basketball

Men’s Basketball
CornerstoneClassic
MICH., 7:30 p.m.
Fri. -Sat., Nov. 28-29 ....Old Kent Classic at VanAndel Arena
Wed., Dec. 3 ..............................at North Park, 111., 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 6 ..................................................
AQUINAS, 3 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 13 ...................................
at Wheaton, 111., 7:30 p.m.
Mon.-Tues.,Dec. 29-30 ............RUSS DEVETTE HOLIDAY
Fri.

&

Sat.,

Nov.

Tues., Nov.

25

21-22

.......................
at

CONCORDIA,

..................

CLASSIC
Fri.-Sat.,Jan. 2-3

Wed., Jan. 7

...............at

Trinity Christian

Tournament

*OLIVET, 7:30 p.m.
*ALBION, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 14 ..................................*at Kalamazoo, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 17 ..................................................
*at Calvin, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 21 ..............................................
*ALMA, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 24 ..................................................
*at Adrian, 3 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 31 ...................................................
*at Olivet, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 4 ...........................................
*at Albion, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 7 ........................................
’KALAMAZOO, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 11 .........................................’CALVIN, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 14 ....................................................
’at Alma, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 18 .........................................
’ADRIAN, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 10

..............................................

...................................................

.

Wed.-Sat., Feb. 25-28

MIAA Tournament

..............................

Cornerstone Classic
-

-

Bethel, Ind.; Cornerstone;Hope;

Dearborn

Old Kent Classic - Aquinas, Cornerstone, Grand Valley,

Hope
Russ DeVette Holiday Tournament - Cornerstone;
Hope; North Central, 111.; Tri-State,Ind.
Trinity Christian Tournament - Hope; Kendall, 111.;

Mount

Home

St.

Tues., Dec.

CornerstoneTournament
Saint Mary's, Ind., 7 p.m.
University of Chicago,7 p.m.

.................
at

...........................
at

25

2 .......................
at

Fri.-Sat., Dec. 5-6

HOPE COLLEGE

......................

Clare, Iowa; Trinity Christian

games played at Holland Civic Center
home team.

Starting times are in the time zone of
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SUBWAY

SHOOTOUT
North Park, 3 p.m.
AQUINAS, 7 p.m.
Concordia,III, 1 p.m.

Sat., Dec. 13

...........................................
at

Fri., Dec. 19

................................................

Sat., Dec. 20

.....................................
at

Fri.-Sat.,Jan. 2-3

Wed., Jan.
Sat., Jan. 10

.............................................
’at

7

Wed., Jan.

Albion, 3 p.m.

’KALAMAZOO,

...............................

7:30 p.m.

’CALVIN, 3 p.m.

...................................................

Alma, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 24 ..................................................
’ADRIAN, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 28 ..........................DEFIANCE, OHIO, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 31 ....................................................
’OLIVET, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 4 ............................................
’ALBION, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 7 ...........................................
’at Kalamazoo, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 11 ..........................................
’at Calvin, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 14 .....................................................
’ALMA, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 18 .........................................
’at Adrian, 7:30 p.m.
21

’MIAA

Oakland Univ., noon
only), 1 p.m.
21 ....................
GRAND VALLEY STATE, 5 p.m.
22 ....................................................
’ALMA, 1 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Dec. 5-6 ......................at Wheaton, 111., Invitational
Fri.-Sat., Dec. 5-6 ........at Wabash, Ind., Diving Invitational
Tues., Jan. 6 .................................................
’at Calvin, 6 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 18 ...PioneerFall Classic at

Nov.
Fri., Nov.
Sat., Nov.
Sat.,

*SAINT MARY'S (women

8 ............

Fri.-Sat.,Jan. 9-10
Fri.,

Jan. 16

............................................
’at

.......at

Univ. of Indianapolis Invitational

’KALAMAZOO, 6 p.m.
Wheaton, Kalamazoo, Lake Forest
at Wheaton, 111.,2 p.m.
..................................................
’at Albion, 1 p.m.
..........................
’OLIVET (women only), 1 p.m.

........................................

Sat., Jan. 17

Olivet, 7:30 p.m.

..................................................
’at

Wed., Jan. 14
Sat., Jan. 17

TOURNAMENT

HOPE COLLEGE

..........

Tues., Thurs., Sat., Feb. 24, 26, 28

*MIAA Game
Univ. of Mich.

Fri.-Sat., Nov. 21-22

Tues., Nov.

Swimming

Men’s and Women’s

Sat., Jan. 24
Sat., Jan. 31

....................

Wed.-Sat., Feb. 11-14 ....................’MIAA MEET AT HOPE
Fri.-Sat., Feb. 20-21 ..........................
Last Chance Meet, TBA

’MIAA Dual Meet

Home

meets are held

in

Kresge Natatorium.

Starting times are in the time zone of the

home team.

MIAA Tournament

.........

Game

Cornerstone Tournament - Cornerstone;Goshen, Ind.;
Hope; Mich. Christian
Hope College Subway Shootout - Bluffton,Ohio; Hope;
Spring Arbor; Trinity Christian, 111.
Hope College Tournament - Aurora, 111.; Elmira, N.Y.; Hanover, Ind.; Hope

Home games played at Dow Center on
campus
Starting times are in the time zone of

the

Hope College

home team.

LIVE HOPE ATHLETICS
No matter how

BROADCASTS

far you live from Hope College, you can hear live playby-play action of Flving Dutchmen football and men's basketballgames
by callingTEAMLINE.You can hear games broadcast by WHTC in
Holland from any telephone in the U.S. or Canada, including home,
office, car, hotel — even a pay phone. TEAMLINE provides live game
broadcasts of more than 350 collegeand professionalsports teams.
For more informationabout TEAMUNE, please unite the Office of Alumni
and PublicRelations; Hope College; PO Box 9000; Holland,Ml 49422-9000.

Faculty Profile

By Eva Dean Folkert ’83

To China with love
he double-takes and stares
were In no way furtive or coy.
T

As Dr. Harvey Blankespoor and his wife, Marlene,
walked the streets of Qufu, China, last October, their presence created heel-toepivots and dead-in-their-tracksogling
from the curious Chinese people. Scrutinized with tire intensity of a creature with two heads, the six-foot-tall,
barrel-chestedDr. Blankespoorseemed to be causing such a
stir

on account

of..

.his feet.

"They were gawking at my size 15 basketballshoes," Dr.
Blankespooradmits. "All day long, we saw people pointing
at them, using their hands to indicatetheir length just like we
would indicate the length of a fish that got away."
No matter. Despite the blatant rubberneckingand fingerpointing which seemed to follow him wherever he went. Dr.
Blankespoorknew the true nature of the Chinese people. As
a visiting professor at Shandong University in Jinan, some
three hours from Qufu in east centralChina, the Hope biologist, in just two short months, had already experienced a
wealth of warmth and acceptance.
"Of

all

the countries that

I

have visited during the past 20

years (about 40 in Africa, South America, North America,

Europe and Asia), the Chinese people are by far the most
friendly and hospitable,"says Eh. Blankespoor, who took a
sabbaticalleave from the college during the 1996-97 school
year. "What we liked best was their genuinenessand willingness to become friends."
Dr. Blankespoorbegan his journey to mainland China
when he turned down an offer to teach and conduct research
at a medical universityin Taipei, Taiwan. Though the salary
and facilities would have been far superior to those that
existed at Shandong, Dr. Blankespoorrejected the road more
travelled and opted instead for total immersion into the
mainland Chinese culture — despite the fact that he and his
wife couldn't speak the language. That cultural intimacy
was something he thought he'd miss in Taiwan, where the
westernization of societyis more evident.
"Before we left, it would have taken me a couple minutes
to reveal all I knew about China," explains Dr. Blankespoor,
a professor of biology at Hope since 1976. "We knew relatively little about a culture that has a long and rich tradition
and has made so many contributions to this world. So we
were fascinatedand very curious. I wondered, TVhat would
it

be like to teach there?"'
Therein lies the kicker: It is

Connectingwith

the Chinese people was a major highlight for Dr. Harvey Blankespoor of the biology faculty and
wife Marlene during their year-long stay in the country. In additionto spending the year teaching (at Shandong
University in Jinan), they connected in countless other ways — such as via the bi-weekly puppet shows they presented for appreciativeyouthful audiences.

three-mile

commute gave a whole new meaning to

the

bedroom apartment. The couple spent only four

nights

phrase "rapid transit."
At the university,the Blankespoorsfound an eagerness

alone in their first 19 weeks at Shandong. Via invitationor

and enthusiasm for educationfrom both his students and
colleagues.(While Harvey taught biology courses under
contract at the new campus of Shandong, Marlene taught
English classes at the old campus without a contract.)Yet, as
eager and enthusiasticas the students were to learn, so too
were the American couple to teach. During one seven-week
period, the Blankespoorsspent over 12 hours in the classroom each day after an American colleague,who had taught
English, up and left the university mid-semesterwithout
notice. The Blankespoorsvoluntarily took on the departed

the Blankespoors'gated

not enough for Dr.
Blankespoorto just see the world. He must also teach it.
And feel it, imbibe it, digest it, retrieve it. He is the Indiana
Jones of biologists, sans the bull whip.
"We call him Gunga-Harvey," semi-jokesDr. James
Gentile,Hope's dean for the natural scienceswho arrived on
Hope's campus the same year as Dr. Blankespoor."He is an
intellectual adventurer. His interests in research (in parasitology) and love for teaching cut across boundaries and
take him on physical adventures. He knows you can't sit
behind a desk and truly learn about the world by reading
about it in a book."
After the initialtrans-continentalculture shock wore off,
the Blankespoorssettledinto the routine of daily living in
China. It consisted of: shopping for fruits and vegetables at
an open-air market and then scrubbingthem with bleach;
using envelopes and tapes which needed to be glued (they
wrote over 600 letters);drinking only boiled water; eating
bread and potatoes without butter; and carrying a dust rag
to class to wipe off the desks and podium. It did not consist
of: eating ice cream; watching television;taking showers
(baths only); driving a car; seeing blue sky; or gaining

professor'sentire course load.
(And in addition to hundreds of journals to grade

weight.

leader asset into practice. He taught or tutored well over

From the foreign experts' living compound. Dr.
Blankespoor would ride his heavy, gearless bicycle to
campus every day. In unpattemed, unlaned traffic,the professor quickly learned that the crowded streets of Jinan
"were no place to ride a bike and have glaucoma."His

2,000 students ranging from upper elementaryage to doc-

and

class lessons to prepare, IDr. Blankespooralso wrote five
scholarlypapers for publicationin American journals. It's all
indicativeof this Iowa farm boy's work ethic which also has

him arriving in his Peale Science Center office at she o'clock
most mornings.)
All these efforts did not go unnoticedby his Shandong
colleagues. Dr. Blankespoorreceived one writing prize and
two awards for teaching excellence from the university.
That now makes two continents where he has been cited as
an outstanding professor. In 1991, the Hope prof was named
the National Professor of the Year by

CASE

(The Council for

Advancement and Support of Education.) (As a faculty
member working without a contract, Marlene was not eligible to receive awards

from the university,but Harvey notes

she was more than deserving.)
"One of Harvey's great strengths is his ability to relate to
students on

a

varietyof levels, to meet them where they are,"

says Gentile. "He never puts himself above his students in
any way, yet he

still challenges

and inspiresthem."

Dr. Blankespoorregularly put that cross-level,servant-

toral candidates. And practicallyall of

home. During

them

visited his

drop-by method, students would often find sanctuary in
compound for reasons big and
small. Some even appeared on ambassadorialmissions, Tim
the

Alien-style.

show overhead transparencies in
work," says Harvey. "That was
not unusual. There was no maintenance department at
Shandong. So they (the students) had run the projector's
"One day

1

wanted

to

class but the outletsdidn't

wire directlyto the live wires in the fluorescentlight in the
ceiling. Well, the wires fell down as I

moved around the
desk that the projector was on, and just like that, two kids
were up on my desk rewiring the projector.Of course, they
knew enough to turn off the switch, but they were done in 30
seconds. I said, "Man, it would be really handy to have a
couple of guys like you around my house." The next
morning we hear a knock on our apartment door. IE s the
two students with pliers and screwdrivers saying, "What do
you need fixed?"'
This kind of affectionwas something the Blankespoors
brought upon themselves.The students and facultysaw in
them a peace and a caring, a direct emanation of their
devoutly Christian lifestyle. Respectful of the universityand

government'swarning to not proselytize,the Blankespoors
would only answer a religiousquestion if first asked. But
once students saw their W.W.J.D. (What Would Jesus Do)
braceletsor the John 3:16 verse framed in Chinese calligraphy on their apartment wall, the questions came flooding in
like the waters in the Red Sea after Moses lowered his staff.
Clearly, the Blankespoors molded minds and melted
hearts. When it came time for the couple to return to the
United States, their students openly hugged them and wept,
displays of endearment not easily expressed by the Chinese,
signs of affection not easily forgotten by the Blankespoors.

was much harder for us to leave China to come home
was for us to leave the United States to go to China,"
says Harvey. "It hurts us that we left so many good friends
"It

then

it

entertained .more than 1,300 students in their tiny-by-

behind."
"A part of us is still there," confesses Marlene. 'The

American-standards, large-by-Chinese-standards,
two-

Chinese people

the fall semester alone, the Blankespoors

really captured our hearts."
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Campus Notes

Book chronicles
M

new book chronicles
the 75-year dream of
installing a

monumental

statue in honor of
Holland’s founder, the
Rev. Albertus C. Van
Raalte.
The book, A Dream Fulfilled:The Van
Raalte Sculpture in Centennial Park,

was

released in conjunction with the October 2-3

Netherlands
and her husband, Pieter van Vollenhoven.
The princess attended a ceremony on
visit of Princess Margriet of the

Thursday, Oct. 2, during which a
commemorativeplaque for the statue was
unveiled, and was presented a
leatherboundcopy of the book during the
event.

The 122-page monograph was written by
Dr. Jacob E. Nyenhuis and Dr. Jeanne M.

Jacobson of the Hope faculty. It includes
background on the project, the story of the
castingof the statue, a brief biographyof the
Rev. Van Raalte and historical information
concerning Centennial Park.

"So many people have asked

for

information about the sculpture that it
seemed to us important to make available
added resources for the community to
consult and enjoy," said Dr. Nyenhuis, who
coordinated the statue project.
Dr. Nyenhuis, provost and professor of

forthcomingbook
British sculptor who drew
inspiration from Greek mythology. Dr.
Jacobson is co-author of a 1996 biographyof
the Rev. Van Raalte, and is a senior research
fellow with the college's A.C. Van Raalte
Institute for Historical Studies and an
classics, is the author of a

about

a

adjunct professor of education.

The statue was dedicated on the eastern
May 1. The projectwas
funded by the family of Peter Huizenga '60
side of the park on
of

Oak

Brook,

HI.,

who

is a

member

of the

statue's creation

Board of Trustees.
The casting,installation and ceremonies
represent a major turn-around for the statue
project, which

had almost been lost to
obscurity.The monument was originally
proposed for Holland's 75th anniversary in
1922, but was not pursued for financial
reasons. The proposal was subsequently
forgotten,and was uncovered first through
a single reference discovered by Dr. Elton
Bruins '50, director of the Van Raalte
Institute, as he later conducted research on
area history.

According to Dr. Nyenhuis, the idea for
book emerged in part as a reaction to the
fragility of the early record. He also noted
that it quickly became obvious that the
volume needed to discuss more than the
the

statue alone.

'The very fact that we had very slim
evidencefrom the initial conception of the
project persuaded me that a better historical
record of its completion needed to be
preserved," Dr. Nyenhuis said.
"As we worked together on the project, it
expanded somewhat in scale because we
not only wanted to provide a complete
record of the sculpture itself,but also to
document its context, including Centennial
Park, the life of Van Raalte himself, and the
history of the immigrationto and settling of
Holland, Michigan,"he said. "When the

War Memorial Committee and

the

Veterans'Council added plaques to the
Holland Area Veterans Monument in
Centennial Park on July 4, 1997, it seemed
only fitting to incorporate into the book the
names of the 210 soldiers who died during
war time."
Copies of A Dream Fulfilled:The Van
Raalte Sculpture in Centennial Park are $20
each. The book is available in the college's
Hope-Geneva Bookstore and Haworth
Conference and Learning Center, and by
arrangement elsewherein the community.
(Editor's Note: A special package price is
availablefor both A Dream Fulfilled and
Albertus C. Van Raalte: Dutch Leader and

The Van Raalte statue in process, as an artisan with Johnson Atelier of Mercerville,
N.J., works a wax version of the nine-footbronze’s torso.

American Patriot.Please

In addition to the unveiling of the plaque
and the book presentation,the ceremony on
Thursday, Oct. 2, included remarks by
Holland Mayor Albert McGeehan '66, Hope
President Dr. John H. Jacobson, Dr.
Nyenhuis and Dr. Bruins. The college's
Chapel Choir and a chamber orchestra dso
performed.
The princess'sitinerary while in the area
also included a variety of activitieson
Friday, Oct. 3, among them the unveiling of
a new "Immigrants"sculpture in Holland's
Kollen Park, a luncheon in the Haworth

Conference and Learning Center on
campus, and a ceremony and celebrationin
Zeeland, Mich.
Princess Margriet had previously visited

Fond memories have
dents

Marian Swortzel’s fond
memories of Holland and
Hope from youthful visits to
the family’s cottage at
Macatawa Park led her to
provide support in her will
to enable students from
her California community
to attend the college.
Swortzel,

who died on

April 26 in her

designatedthat $100,000 per year
from her estate to
cover the cost of a Hope educationfor stu80s, has

for 30 years be set aside
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who

are Madera County, Calif., res-

idents and attend either Sierra or Yosemite

high school. She was a resident of Bass
Lake in the county, which lies north of
Fresno in centralCalifornia,in the foothills
Yosemite National Forest.

of

"Her connectionto Holland and Hope
was that she had fond memories of Hope
people from her visits to the family cottage
in Macatawa Park when she was young,"
said Scott Wolterink '88, regional advancement director. "She felt that students from
her community would receive an outstanding education if they attended the
college, and wanted to provide support
that would help them to do so."
Swortzel's yearly support is intendedto

see the advertisement

on page 20 for more.)

impact

lasting

cover all expenses — tuition, room and
board, textbooks, travel and other costs
for several students from the two schools
who wish to attend Hope. If no students
from the Sierra or Yosemite high schools
wish to apply or are eligible,students
from elsewhere in California may be con-

—

sidered for the

awards. In

their absence,

other students could become eligible.

Her

gift will

provide support for stu-

Hope beginning in the fall of 1998.
Swortzel was a graduate of the

dents at

University of Michigan,to which she
a similar 30-year bequest. She also

made
made

$25,000 bequests to seven other organizations, including scholarship foundations at
the Sierra and

Yosemite high schools.

Holland with her husband in September of
1972, as the city marked its 125th
anniversary. During the 1972 visit, she
participated in the unveiling of a plaque
installedin Dimnent Memorial Chapel in
honor of Gerrit John Diekema, an 1881
Hope graduate who served as U.S. Minister
to the Netherlandsuntil his death in 1930.
Other Dutch royals who have visited
Holland and Hope have included Queen
Beatrix and her husband Prince Claus in
1982, in observance of the NetherlandsAmerican Bicentennial; Prince Bernhard,
husband of Queen Juliana,in 1965, for the
dedication of Windmill Island and to mark
Hope's 1966 Centennial; and Queen Juliana
on two occasions— as queen in 1952, and as
a princess in 1941, accompanied by her
husband both times,

She was born Marian Vaughn in South
Bend, Ind., in 1909. Her grandfather,
Edmund C. Westervelt, invented squarebottomed grocery bags and founded mills
to supply paper for the bags. She and her
first husband, Mervyn Williams, moved to
California— first to San Jose — from Hawaii
in 1940. She was preceded in death by
both her first husband and her second,
William Swortzel.
Wolterink described Swortzel's gift
vehicle as a "lead trust." Her donationsto
both Hope and the University of Michigan
will be in the form of interestearned on a
principal of $3.5 million. After the 30
years have elapsed, her descendants will
receive the remaining funds.

Alumni

News

Popular Alumni Directory returns
"Use of the Internet has exploded in the five years since
the last Alumni Directory was published,"said Lynne
Powe '86, alumni director at the college. "We wanted the
directory to be as useful as possible, and because e-mail
has become such a popular way for alumni to stay in
touch, adding e-mail addresses this time was a natural

he newest edition of the
Alumni Directory is hot off the
presses, and should be a boon
for members of the Hope family
looking to stay connected to
their alumni friends.
T

The Alumni Directory is publishedevery

step."
In addition to the alumni listings, the directory features

five years, and

the 1997 edition printed earlier this month.

The directory organizes alumni alphabetically,by class

and by geographical location,through the recentlygraduated Class of '97. It includes home addresses and
telephone numbers and, in a nod to the on-line age, e-mail
addressesfor alumni who provided them.

The directory organizes alumni
alphabetically, by class and by
geographical location, through

1992.

the recently-graduated Class of

home addresses
and telephone numbers and, in
’97.

It

includes

a nod to the on-line age, e-mail

addresses for alumni
provided them.

a Chronological Memoranda section which provides a
thumbnail history of the college and its faculty and staff
from the founding of the Holland colony through this
summer. Other historicalinformationincludes a photo
gallery of the college'spresidents, and listings of honorary
degree recipients,DistinguishedAlumni Award honorees
and Alumni Association presidents.
Tire new directory is the publication's ninth volume.
The directory debuted in 1951, in commemoration of the
100th anniversaryof the founding of the Pioneer School,
which was the forerunnerof Hope College. Subsequent
editions appeared in 1956, 1961, 1971, 1976, 1982, 1987 and
Production of the 1997 Alumni Directory has been
underwritten by a gift from Isaac "Herb" Marsilje '33 of
Holland, Mich.— support in keeping with Alumni
Directory tradition. The late Llona (Lynn) Szabo '32 Smith
had underwrittenthe 1951 through 1976 editions.
Marsilje was moved to underwrite this year's directory
because he's so greatly appreciatedthe publication in the
past, and figured that others would be eager for the new
edition, too.
"I've always enjoyed that directory so much — and I've

who

been talking to John [Norden '71 of Hope's advancement
staff] every year: 'When's the new directorycoming
out?"'

Alumni Tour
N

ature unblemished is
featured on the next Hope
College Alumni Tour,
visiting friendly, colorful

Costa Rica March 20-29,
1998.
Participants will explore a variety of
ecosystems — from coastal rain forests to

hill-

side cloud forests— by a variety of means,
including foot, boat, motorcoach and aerial
tram. Highlights of the tour include the
active Arenal Volcano, an engagingfolkloric

show, and viewing Costa Rica's abundant
plant and animal

life

in their

own

habitats.

The tour will be led by Hope biologists
Drs. Greg Murray and Kathy WinnettMurray, who are specialists in tropical
ecology and have been conducting research
Costa Rica since the early 1980s. Members
of the faculty since 1986, during the
in

summers they

live and work at the
Monteverde Cloud Forest, one of the several
sites on the tour itinerary.

They are also experienced in introducing
newcomers to the area, since they typically
have Hope students on-site with them as coresearchers,studying the interactions
between tropical fruit-eating birds and their
food plants.

8

"I'm sure everybody else must feel the same way," he
said. "So,

if

I

could expedite

(Editor's Note: The

it

I

purchase.Informationabout how
to all

thought that

Alumni Directoryis
to

I

would do so."

not available for

obtain a copy has been mailed

alumni, and should be arriving soon

if

it

hasn't already.)

features Costa Rica

"We like sharing places that we love with
other people," Dr. Winnett-Murray said.
"That's partly why we're teachers."
"I think this tour presents a really good

spread of highland to lowland, and
Caribbean side to western side," she said.
"We're going to see a lot of diversity in a
short time."
Dr. Murray noted that while Costa Rica is
about one-third the size of Michigan, the
nation has almost as many speciesof birds as
all of North America — and more species of
reptiles.

"Even though
because of where

it's a little tiny country,

is it has huge biological
and that's importantin a number
of ways," he said. For example, he noted
that many pharmaceuticals began with rain
forest discoveriesthat could have happened
it

diversity,

no place else.

The two Hope professors also noted that
democratic Costa Rica appreciates the value
of its natural heritage.While it, too, has
experienced deforestation,about 28 percent
of the country's land is preserved. That sen-

a boon to researchers like Drs.
Murray and Winnett-Murray,but it also

sitivity is

makes

the country a popular destinationfor

tourists.According to Dr. Murray, tourism
is Costa Rica's second-largest industry, just

behind coffee.
The trip to Costa Rica is the latest in a
popular series of tours geared toward

A view of the Braulio Carrillo National Park provides an example of Costa Hica s
natural beauty.
alumni and friends of the college. Previous
excursions have featured Central and
Eastern Europe, Great Britain, Italy and
Scandinavia, as well as the 40th Anniversary
Tour to the Vienna Summer School.
Although previoustours have typically
run in the late spring or early summer, the
Costa Rica tour has been scheduledfor late
March to take advantage of the weather.
Costa Rica, immediatelynorth of Panama in

Central America, will be experiencingits
"dry season."

The tour is being organized by MTA
Holland, Mich., which also
coordinatedthe earlier alumni tours. The

TRAVEL in

cost is $2,295 per person based on double

occupancy,and includes airfare from
Chicago, 111., and all meals. Additional
information may be obtained by calling
1-800-682-0086. Jt
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Campus

Profile

All the amenities
The newly-opened

Cook

Hall offers upscale living
for its 184 residents.

they don't

mind

And

a bit.

offers a cable connection for super-speedy Internetaccess,

he air conditioning ranks
high on the list.
I

and, as

—

The convenience of the adjacent dining hall rates, too
not to mention its atmosphere and selections("They spoil
us," noted junior Emily Ratering of

Green Lake, Wis.). The

rooms are big. And it's new.
Cook Hall is a hit.
"It was pretty competitive,"junior Christy Colbrunn of
Clarkston,Mich., said of last spring's room-selection
process, when Cook, which stands on 10th Street facing
Lubbers Hall, first became a housing option.
Sophomores Seth Gardner of Battle Creek, Mich., and
Nick Knebl of Ludington,Mich., didn't leam that they
could have a room in Cook until during the summer. They
jumped at the chance.
"We were lucky," Gardner said.
Every room can have a cable connection to the Internet,
and a computer lab is available for use as well.

very nice in here," Knebl said.
The list of perks goes on and on and on. Every
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happens, can also have cable television installed.

floor also provides a wellness room with exercise equipment and, somewhat more mundanely, a bicycle storage
room and a laundry room.
Tire hall is co-ed by section — some of the two-room
suites on a floor are occupied by women, and some by men.
The high-ceilingedrooms are large by residence hall standards, and although lofts aren't an option in Cook, the
bunks can be arrangedso that the dressers stand beneath
them, freeingup floor space. It also doesn’t hurt that each
four-person suite has its own bathroom.
Cook was a popular pick when room selection took
place in the spring of 1997, even though it was still only a
shell of its eventual self.

room

Especiallyif

Now

that it's a

known

quantity,

be even more in demand next time.
Holland has a hot spring,uk

the chances are that

"It is

A dedication ceremony on Friday, Oct. 17, honored Peter and Emajean (Pat) Cook
of Grand Rapids, Mich., for the major gift that helped make the buildinghappen.
Pictured (in the wellness room) from left to right during tours afterward are: junior
Kristen Sitz of Manistee, Mich., a resident of the hall; Peter Cook; Marcia Cook,
daughter-in-law of Peter and Pat; and Pat Cook.

it

For those without their own electronicequipment,or
seeking a more social experience, the main floor featuresa
computer lab and a spacious television lounge. The main

it'll

Spacious rooms offer plenty of opportunitiesfor personalization,
as juniors Christy
Colbrunn and Emily Ratering have found.

1997 Generational New Students
FIFTH

GENERATION

Jeremy VandenBerg (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother - Mary Browning '69 VandenBerg
Father - Richard VandenBerg'69
Grandfather- Allison VandenBerg'40
Great-Grandfather- Richard VandenBerg'13
Great-GreatGrandfather- Albert VandenBerg1885

FOURTH GENERATION
Melissa Howe (Decatur, Mich.)
Mother - Marcia Dykstra '74 Howe
Father - Gary Howe '74

Grandmother- Mayneen Jellema

'45 Dykstra
Great-Grandfather- William Jellema '15

Colin Mulder (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Lois McAlister'71 Mulder
Father - Andrew Mulder '70
Grandmother- Nella DeHaan '33 Mulder
Grandfather- John Mulder '28
Great-Grandfather- Martin DeHaan '13
Joel Neckers (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Father - Craig Neckers '71
Grandmother- Doris VanLente '36 Neckers
Grandfather- M. Carlyle Neckers '35
Great-Grandfather- Albert Neckers, Jr. (Prep 1890s)

David Stuit (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother - Mary Berends '73 Stuit
Father

-

Thomas

Stuit '73

The college’s 1997 GenerationalNew Students include 31 who are third, fourth or fifth generation students, 21 of whom
are pictured here. Pictured from left to right are: Row 1: Melissa Howe, CatherineLowe, Tobi Hill, Stephen Rabuck,
Carrie Lowe and Drew Mackay; Row 2: Steve Royer, Jeremy VandenBerg,David Stuit, Scott Rumpsa, Knstm
Brondyke, Julie Zwart, Lindsay Schrotenboer and Kate Hoesch; Row 3: Eric Schrotenboer,Colin Mulder, Tim Cupery,
Julia Koeppe, Sarah Koop, Anne Pott and Aimee Morehouse.

Great-Grandfather- John Stuit (Prep '14)
Great-Great-Grandfather
- Otto Stuit (Prep 1879)
Carrie

THIRD GENERATION

Lowe

Mother

-

(Holland, Mich.)
Jane Voogd '75 Lowe

- Glenn Lowe '71
Grandmother- Helen Thompson
Grandfather- Henry Voogd '41

Father
Kristin Brondyke (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Janet Koop '75 Brondyke

Grandmother- Mary Lou Hemmes
Grandfather- Harvey Koop '43

'46

Mark Brown '77
Grandmother- Joy Huttar '84
-

Brandon Cota (Frederick,Md.)
Grandmother- Constance Ferguson '53 Klaasen
Grandfather - Donald Klaasen
Great-Grandmother - Hazel Lokker '27 Ferguson
Tim Cupery (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Mary VandenBerg'77 Cupery
Father - Dennis Cupery '78
Grandmother- Helen Van Farowe '51 VandenBerg
Grandfather- Donald VandenBerg'49
Grandfather- Harold Cupery '52
Tobi Hill (Portage, Mich.)
Father - Bill Hill '65
Grandmother- Jean Herman '33 Hill

Kate Hoesch (Zeeland, Mich.)
Mother - Laurel Riekse '76 Hoesch
Father - Kenneth Hoesch '75
Grandfather- James Riekse '41
Christopher Jones (Webster, N.Y.)

Mother

Norine Everson '71 Jones
Father - Roger Jones '72
Grandmother- Edith Young '48 Everson
-

Julia Koeppe (Fayetteville,Ark.)

Grandmother- Norma Lemmer '44 Koeppe
Grandfather - Roger Koeppe '44
Great-Grandmother - Elizabeth Renskers '20 Koeppe
Great-Grandfather- Edwin Koeppe '14
Sarah Koop (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Cathy Walchenbach

'74

Koop

- Brian Koop '71
Grandmother- Elaine Bielefeld'46 Walchenbach

CatherineLowe (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Jane Voogd '75 Lowe
Father - Glenn Lowe '71
Grandmother- Helen Thompson
Grandfather - Henry Voogd '41

Lindsay Schrotenboer(Zeeland, Mich.)
Mother - Sherry Meengs '74 Schrotenboer
Father - Craig Schrotenboer'72
Grandfather- Lorenzo Meengs '33

Grandfather - Donald Walchenbach '49
Grandmother- Mary Lou Hemmes '46 Koop
Grandfather - Harvey Koop '43

'45

Voogd

Andrew Mackay

(Stevensville,Mich.)
Margaret Diephuis '66 Mackay
Father - Robert Mackay '64
Grandfather - Henry Diephuis '28

Mother

-

Casey Schurkamp (Grand Ledge, Mich.)
Step-Mother - Christine Raak '83 Schurkamp
Step-Grandfather- Truman Raak '58
Jennifer (Jones) Sommer (Holland, Mich.)

Mother

Norine Everson '71 Jones
Roger Jones '72
Grandmother- Edith Young '48 Everson
Father

Jesse Meaning (Lansing, Mich.)
Father - Mark Menning '68
Grandmother- Irene Bogard '41

Menning

Aimee Morehouse (Bowie, Md.)
Mother - Linda Swinyard '74 Morehouse
Father - James Morehouse '72

Grandmother-

Eleanor

Schoonmaker'43 Morehouse

Grandfather - Harry Paul Morehouse '48
Anne Pott (Hamilton,Mich.)
Mother - Mary Voorhorst '71 Pott
Father - Robert Pott '69
Grandfather - Marinus Pott '39

Steve Royer (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
Mother - Toodie Finlay '66 Royer
Grandmother- Julia Van Dam '32 Finlay

-

-

Timothy Ten Pas (Fremont, Mich.)
Mother - EthelanneSwets '60 Ten Pas
Father - John Ten Pas '59
Grandmother- Ethel Leestma '33 Swets
Grandfather- Alwin Ten Pas '25

Amanda Vaalburg (Ann Arbor, Mich.)
Mother - Sharon Schaap '63 Vaalburg
Grandfather - Theodore Schaap '32
Julie

Zwart (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
- Nancy Rynbrandt '71 Zwart

Mother

Father - Ted Zwart '70
Grandfather - Thurston Rynbrandt '41

Stephen Rabuck (Myerstown, Pa.)
Mother - Barbara Kollen '68 Rabuck
Grandfather - Harvey Kollen '28

SECOND GENERATION
James Baar (Holland, Mich.)
Grandfather - James Baar '42
Erin Bates (Holland, Mich.)

Rumpsa (Grand Rapids, Mich.)

Mother

Vicki Wiegerink '74 Rumpsa
Father - Matt Rumpsa '75
Grandfather - Gerrit Wiegerink '33

Father

Scott

Mother

-

Kathryn Jousma
Robert Bates '70

-

'71 Bates

Dan

Besselsen (Hudsonville, Mich.)
- Mary Zoet '77
Father - A1 Besselsen '77

Mother

Father

D3

Voogd

Koop

Nathan Brown (North Oaks, Minn.)
Mother - Lydia Huttar '76 Brown
Father

'45

Eric Schrotenboer(Zeeland, Mich.)
Mother - Sherry Meengs '74 Schrotenboer
Father - Craig Schrotenboer'72
Grandfather - Lorenzo Meengs '33

Rypma

(Holland, Mich.)
Marthe Slagh '72 Rypma
Father - John Rypma '69
Grandfather - Milton Slagh '34

Steve

Mother

-

Rachel Bigelow
Father

-

(Little Falls, N.J.)
Charles Bigelow '70
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Daniel Bos (Holland, Mich.)
Father

Thomas

-

Jennifer Me

Bos '70

Mother

Matthew De Loof (Holland, Mich.)
Grandmother - Verladyne Saunders '45 De Loof
Grandfather- Gerard De Loof '49
Kristen De Young (Jenison,Mich.)
Mother - Sheri Vanden Heuvel '72 De
Father - Lee DeYoung '71
Kristopher De Young (Rock Rapids,
Mother - Diane Whitfield '67 De
Father - William De Young '65

-

Father

Jack Doorlag '71

-

(Missouri City, Texas)
Laurie Shiflett '75 Me Namara

Matt Maines (Wyoming, Mich.)
Father - Phil Maines '69

Father

Shamika Myers (Indianapolis, Ind.)
Mother - JoAnn Gonder '77 Myers
Father - Isaac Myers '79

Joshua Sturtevant (Coopersville,Mich.)
Mother - Deborah Weiss '75 Sturtevant
Father - Dennis Sturtevant '75

Shivaughn Myers (Indianapolis, Ind.)
Mother - JoAnn Gonder '77 Myers
Father - Isaac Myers '79

Emi Teshima (Ludington, Mich.)
Mother - Roxanna Spurgis '74 Gable
Father - Dennis Teshima '75

Young

Iowa)

Young

Mary Veldhof '73 Doorlag
Jeffrey

Eriks (Holland, Mich.)
Father - Kenneth Eriks '69

Pangle (Kalamazoo, Mich.)
- Robert Pangle '66

Matthew

Troost (Scotia,N.Y.)
- Carol Schakel '68 Troost
Father - Donald Troost '67

Mother

Aaron Petersen (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother - Laurie Anman '73 Petersen
Father - David Petersen '73

Katrina Gier (Holland, Mich.)
Father - David Gier '68

Danika Van Beek (Libertyville,III.)
Father - Drake Van Beek '71

Hilary Peterson (Jacksonville,III.)

Getman
-

(South Haven, Mich.)
Gail Totzke '73 Getman

Mother

-

Cheryl Richardson '66 Peterson

Kristy Peterson (Muskegon, Mich.)
Grandmother- Betty DeRyke '49

Emily Green (Holland, Mich.)
Father - JeffreyGreen '69

-

Mother
Father

Vander Meer (Holland, Mich.)
- James Vander Meer '75

Father

Amy

Sandra Hutchison '76 Petkus
Peter Petkus '76

VanderSlice(New Era, Mich.)
- Gord VanderSlice'74

Father

-

ChristopherVandeBunte (Freehold,N.J.)
Grandfather- Donald VandeBunte '31

Amy
Besaw

JeffreyPetkus (Bellflower, Calif.)

Laura Grit (Ft. Collins, Colo.)
Mother - Lou Voskuil '69 Grit
Father

Robert Sikkel '71

Andrew Sorenson (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Grandmother - Mary DeFouw '47 Gunther

Adam

Mother

-

T. Padric

Father

Kelly

Sarah Shibley (Canajoharie, N.Y.)
Mother - KatharineDyer '73 Brust
Robert Sikkel (Holland, Mich.)

Moore (HollandPatent, N.Y.)
Grandfather- Elmer Bosman '39

Lisa Doorlag (Byron Center, Mich.)

Mother

Namara
-

Dale Grit '69

Anne Vanderwel
Emily Prins (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Faith DeLeeuw '76 Prins

Benjamin Hansen (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Deanna Burke '70 Hansen
Father - Michael Hansen '70

Father

Laural Horton (East Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother - Sharon Spencer '64 Horton
Christina Watt Jorck (Columbus, Ind.)
Mother - Barbara Watt Jorck '74
Father - Werner Watt Jorck '74
Elizabeth Jungst (Englewood,Fla.)
Mother - Jane Witherspoon '71 Jungst

(Holland, Mich.)
David Vanderwel '67

Joseph Veldman (Sawyer, Mich.)
Grandfather- George Veldman '33

Kelly Reck (Kalamazoo, Mich.)

Mark Hesselsweet (Grand Haven, Mich.)
Mother - Ann Rodenhouse '72 Hesselsweet

-

Grandfather- Norwood Reck '49
Kathryn Visser (Holland, Mich.)
Grandfather- John Mac Queen '50

Mindy

Reiff (Portage, Mich.)
Father - Allan Reiff '72

Grandmother- LaVonne Visser '66

ReBecca Renner (South Haven, Mich.)
Mother - Carole DeYoung '67 Renner
Father - Thomas Renner '67

Benjamin Wing (Maple City, Mich.)
Mother - Martha Jenkins '71 Wing
Father - Stephen Wing '71

MichelleRynbrandt (Clio, Mich.)
Father - James Rynbrandt '68

Kara Wanner (Lakewood, Colo.)
Grandmother- Judith Kronemeyer '54 Van Harn
Grandfather- Edwin Van Ham '50

Justin Savara (Rockford, Mich.)

Miriam Khadija (Haslett,Mich.)
Mother - Lynn Malvitz '76 Khadija

Grandmother- Arloa VanderVelde

'50

Vander Kolk

Amy

Yingling (Morris Plains, N.J.)

Mother

Magdalena Schakel (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Deborah Noe '71 Schakel

Brian Kieft (Danville, Calif.)
Mother - Joyce DeKorver '65 Kieft
Father - John Kieft '63

Father

-

Father

-

Cathy Boyd '72 Yingling
Douglas Yingling '71

-

Louis Schakel '71

Mary Klokkert (Zeeland, Mich.)
Grandmother- Margaret Schurman '33 Klokkert
Jason Koedyker (Grand Haven, Mich.)
Mother - Marilyn Rathbun '76 Koedyker
Koedyker (Grand Haven, Mich.)
Mother - Marilyn Rathbun '76 Koedyker

Joel

Mary Kuiper (Grand Haven, Mich.)
Mother
Father

-

Susan Johnson '69 Kuiper
Richard Kuiper '67

-

Gregory Kuipers (Ramsey, N.J.)
Father - Raymond Kuipers '68
Melissa LaBarge (Holland, Mich.)
Grandmother- Eileen VanLente

'43

LaBarge

Courtney LaLone (Shepherd, Mich.)
Grandfather- William Brinks '49
Daniel Lam (Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Grandmother- Martha Van Saun
Grandfather- Donald Lam '49

'47

Lam

Michael Lopez (Holland, Mich.)
Father - Jessey Lopez '89

Andrew Lotz (Sioux City, Iowa)
Mother - Mary Kline '73 Lotz
Father

-

Louis Lotz '72
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This year’s GenerationalNew Students also include four sets of twins or (in the case of the Schrotenboers)two of three
triplets. From left to right are: Jason Koedyker, Carrie Lowe, CatherineLowe, Lindsay Schrotenboer,Eric Schrotenboer,
Shivaughn Myers and Shamika Myers. Not pictured is Joel Koedyker.

Pull ’97

"Come

out and see the

ti

The Anchor invited an audience for the first Pull
back in 1898, and an audience the event draws
still.

Hundreds,

certainly

more than

a thousand,

trekked the hidden ways to the Black River to
cheer on the freshmen and sophomores during the
centennial installment of the Pull.

Even the weather smiled on the festivities. The
week preceding the Pull was unseasonably warm
and dry, the result being as mud-free an experience
as the event has ever been.

The Pull itself on Saturday featured the
freshman Class of 2001 and the sophomore Class
of 2000. The freshmen lost their anchor to a pulled
muscle early in the struggle, but still stayed in the
fray for the event's

maximum

the end, though, the

of three hours. In

sophomores won, having

gained a total of 49 feet, four inches of rope.
The Class of 2000 had also won in its freshman
year, and thus became the 18th class on record to
take both of its Pulls. Since 1909 (the earliest

known outcome), the

times to the Odd-Year class's 32; the

have won 52 times

won 49
sophomores

Even- Year class has

to the

freshman class's

29.

49
es

Images from Pull ’97. Across the top are six shots of enthusiastic fans, captured during the competition on Saturday. In the large
image at the lower far left, the Class of 2000 works in sync as it gathers rope from 2001. In the large image immediately above
at center, alumni, with Ekdal Buys ’37 of Holland, Mich., in the fore, participate in the “Rope Run-Walk” through campus on Friday.
At bottom right, freshman anchor Shawn Wolff of St. Joseph, Mich., strains through a pulled muscle on behalf of his team.
(Editor’s Note: Group photos of Odd-Year and Even-Year alumni who returned are on page 14.)

EE3

Pull ’97

Even-Year Pull Alumni— Row 1: Sarah Janke ’96, Sharon Hackman ’58 Vinstra, Janet Baird '58 Weisiger, Mary Lou Hemmes ’46 Koop, Kay Otto '96, Julie Holwerda ’98, Henrietta
Weener ’50 Bruggers,Howard Bruggers ’50, Rae Eustace ’52 Du Mez, John Du Mez ’52; Row 2: Melissa Immink ’96, Ray Vinstra '58, Tom Ten Hoeve ’56, Max Boersma ’46, Audrey
Veld '60 Rietveld, Ross Helmus ’84, Bill Kordenbrock '84, Robin Kasten '88 Wilson; Row 3: Brad Helmus 78, Loreal Parent ’98, Erika Dianis '98, Brad Kruithof '92, Sabina DeWitt
’92 Otteman, Heather Cole '92 Persch, Amy Seibert ’96 Bergethon, Bryce Bergethon ’96, Julie Van Heest '86 Gortsema, Paul W. Ritsema ’86; Row 4: Jen Wilson ’98, Kristin Vonk
'94 Vance, Jessie Frederick ’92 King, Sara Cripps ’92 Kunzi, Christy Guth '92, Sieb Vander Wagen '54, Earl Laman ’54; Row 5: Jeanette Petkus ’98, Mike Thelen '98, Fred Vance '94,
Erik Vogas '94 Leif Rothoff ’94, Chris Briggs ’92, Brent Dacre ’94, Paul Stears 78; Row 6: Ken Howk '98, Ryan Maher '98, David Stevens ’80, Patrick O’Sullivan ’80; Row 7: Jim
Breyfogle ’90, Tad Hoogendoom ’90, Pete White ’82, Ron Visscher’82, Matt Hoeksema '94, Mike Van Buren 74, Donald Troast 74, Anne Hathaway '88 Tooley.

Odd-Year Pull Alumni— Row 1: Stephanie Stiegler ’99, Sue Sweers 77 Walker, Terri Herman '87, Carol VandenBerg 77, Ross Lamb 77, Becky Brookstra79 French, Sandy Kelley
79 Wcislo Anna Rangel ’93 Clawson; Row 2: Dano Hop '97, Connie Hinga '49 Boersma, Bekki Spencer ’97, Jennifer Alexander ’97, Erin Chatelam '97, Megan Thompson '97 Josh
Hegg '95 Jim French 79, Jeff Bos '95, Wes Wooley '89, Brian Johnson ’91; Row 3: Jackie Stegeman 73 Swanezy, Barb Smalling73 Lawton, Joyce Van Aken 73 Fitzgerald,Jackie
Bigelow 73 Reimink Mike Vogas ’67, Ronald Kronemeyer '67, Kim Hafley ’83, Philip Bowens ’81, Jenny Wallgren ’81 DiGiuseppe, Jamne Hahn 79 Zoellner, Eric Tooley 87 Brian
Breen ’39- Row 4- Bob Van Dyke 73, Art Buys '83, Todd Helmus '93, Kevin Himebaugh '93, Kent Sutton ’85, Jenna Jung '95, Kristi Inman '95 Bronstetter; Row 5: Shane Wagner
’97, Blair Farwell '95, Susan Duimstra ’95, Mark Hildebrandt’85; Row 6: Brian Bollone '93, Robert Folkerts ’65, Richard Benthin 75, Jedediah Leachman ’99, Tim Bekkenng 99,
Glynis Coopmans '85 Whitcomb, Ken Whitcomb '85, Bob Snow ’49.
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Campus Notes
(Continued from page three.)

The Hope Pew Society program will
build upon existing curricularand extracurricular activities that promote interaction
between senior scholars and students. Such
activities include departmentalhonor societies, weekly seminars featuring professors
from research universities,and encouragement of student research.
New activities to be sponsored by the

Pew

Society program include meetings

especially designed for minority students
interestedin academic careers; day trips to
research universitiessuch as the University
of Michigan and the University of Chicago;
and a mentoring program.

categoriesthat reflect recent changes in

liter-

ary theory. No essays are devoted to
particular playwrights,for example — not
even Shakespeare."
Part I deals with "Early English Drama
and Physical Space." Essays in the section
are about drama in churches, households,
universities, streets and markets, as well as
in theaters.

Part II deals with "Early English Drama
Social Space." It concerns religious
culture,civic culture,domesticculture,the
royal court and popular culture.
Part III is titled "Early English Drama

and

GUITAR

EXCELLENCE: Robert
Lunn '96 of Holland, Midi., studied classical
guitar with Christopher Parkening in
Bozeman, Mont., during this summer.
Parkening is an internationallyacclaimed
classical guitar master who gives one-week
seminars at Montana State University,
where he is a professor of music. Parkening
has produced several albums, including
Pleasures of Your Company with soprano
Kathleen Battle. He leads several week-long
master classes during the summer.
"It is quite an achievement,"
said Larry
Malfroid, an adjunct assistantprofessor of
music, concerningLunn's acceptanceinto
Parkening1s dass.

Lunn, who continues to take classes at
the college,became interested in dassical
guitar during his freshman year. After
taking an introductory course in dassical
guitar taught by Malfroid, he dedded to
major in music. Lunn plans to attend graduate school after finishinghis work at Hope.

FACULTY KUDOS:
Jackie Bartley, adjunct assistantprofessor of English, has had a book of poetry
published by White Eagle Coffee Store Press
of Fox River Grove, HI.

Professor Bartley's book. The Terrible
Boundariesof the Body, uses imagery from her
background in medical technology and her
continuing interestin the sdences. It was
publishedas the winner of the publisher's
Fall 1996 Poetry Chapbook Contest, seleded
from 130 entries.
Of Professor Bartley's work, contest
judge Jill Pelaez Baumgaertner said, "Hers
is the eye of the sdentist,finding life and
death in a drop of blood, marveling over the
terrible beauty of illness, confronting all of
history in a chip of rock."
"She knows that we usually allow our
senses to take us only so far and they are
capable of so much more," she said. "These
poems explore the images of this world
which direct our attention beyond themselves to
transcendent connection,
somethingboth more elusiveand more sub-

a

stantial."

John Cox

'Together with the editorialboard, we
devised a new way of thinking about the
history of early English drama," he said.
"Instead of approachingthe subjectchronologically, we divided the essays into three

and Conditions of Performance and
Publication." Essays concern touring,props
and costumes, censorship,audiences, acting
style and similartopics.
Francis Fike of the English faculty has
had a volume of poetry, After the Serpent's
Word, publishedby Fithian Press in Santa
Barbara, Calif.

The book is a coUection of 43 poems,
blending together new works with some
that were published earlier.
Poet and critic X.J. Kennedy, commenting on the book, says that Dr. Fike "finds
grace and ceremony in the ordinary... I
admire his lyrics, his epigrams,his skilled
translationsfrom Old English, French, and
Latin. Fike aims high: clearly he sets
himself to write in the great tradition of
those who insisted, like Hardy and the late
master formalist Yvor Winters, on clear
sense, moral insight, and tightly controlled
craft." John Daniel, owner and editor of
Fithian Press, adds that "Fike's poems
demonstrate that form does not limit a

Alumni

A New

History of Early

English Drama, published recently by
Columbia University Press.
The book is a collectionof essays by 26
leading scholars in the field from the United
States and Great Britain. Dr. Cox, who is the
DuMez Professor of English at Hope, edited
the collection with David Scott Kastan, professor of English and comparativeliterature
at Columbia University.
The book is dedicated to David M.
Bevington, who is the Phyllis Fay Horton
Professor of English at the University of
Chicago, and with whom the co-editorshad
each been doctoral students.
The three-part book, according to Dr.
Cox, is innovative in its approach.
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“Heritage Parade” as part of the
13, which helped mark Holland’s
sesquicentennialand included a picnic on Windmill Island and fireworks at Holland
Municipal Stadium. The day’s activitiessaw a record number of Hope and Holland
community members attend — 4,200 at the picnic and 6,400 at the game.

poem but can, when wielded with ease and
discipline, give a poem power."

and concern relative to science education at
the undergraduateand graduate levels.

James Gentile participatedin an internaon science education held
in Sion, Switzerland, on Wednesday-

of mathematics, has been selectedas a 1997-

tional conference

Saturday, Aug. 27-30.
Dr. Gentile, who is dean for the natural

sciences and the Kenneth G. Herrick
Professor of Biology at Hope, was one of
six members of the United States delegation to the conference.Approximately 30
people participated in the invitation-only
event.

The workshop's purpose was
scientists from the United States and

to bring

David Hahn,

visiting assistant professor

98 "ProjectNExT Fellow," a program
sponsoredby the MathematicalAssociation
America (MAA) for new facultyteaching
mathematicsat the undergraduatelevel.
Designed for new and recent Ph.D.s in
the mathematical sciences, Project NExT
(New Experiences in Teaching)is a yearlong professional developmentprogram
that addresses issues in undergraduate
mathematicseducation.

of

Europe

together to discuss issues of mutual interest

(Please see

“Campus Notes”

on page 22.)

News

Alumna examines
Jurassic Park and
Lost World created
dinosaur mania, Congo
and Disclosure hit it big
at the box office, and ER
is a smash on the small
screen.

'67 of the English facultyis co-

editor of the book

Hope internationalstudents participatein the
Community Day festivities on Saturday, Sept.

All of these works have one thing in
as the
master mind behind their creation.
Now the books of Michael Crichton
can be studied with the help of a Critical
Companion written by Dr. Beth Trembley
'85. Dr. Trembley is a former member of
the Hope faculty and currently head of
academics at Davenport College in
Holland, Mich.
Dr. Trembley has established herself
as a scholar of popular fictionthrough
her work in detective fiction and on
Michael Crichton.The purpose of the
series of which her book is a part is to

common: author Michael Crichton

Crichton's

provide people with

a

basic

understandingof literary theory.
"This book provides access to literary
theory to young people. It helps high
school and college students understand
different ways to interpret a text, by
introducing them to literary theory in a
context that is famihar to them," Dr.
Trembley said. "I picked Michael
Crichton because I knew he had written
at least one mystery — The Great Train
Robbery — and I had read Jurassic Park."
Studying Michael Crichton'sbooks
gave Dr. Trembley the opportunity to
assess what makes this modem author's
work so popular on both the bookshelves
and the big screen.
"My own belief is that if a book or
televisionshow or movie is wildly
popular, there is generally a reason for
it," Dr. Trembley said. "Something in the
piece is strikinga chord with a concern in
our society. Crichton is a master at that."
"Michael Crichton purposefullytaps
into hot button issues, like genetic
engineeringor sexual harassment,"she
said. "Popular books and movies are

work

important because they

reflect

remarkable details about ourselves and
our culture. Studying them can bring
interestinginsights."
Dr. Trembley looks at her work on
Michael Crichton as scholarly, even
though popular fiction is traditionally
ignored in academic circles.
"Not a lot of scholarly work has been
done on popular culture,so it is a place
where I can contribute. Also, it seems to
have more relevanceto more people,"
she said. "Most of my students are not
going to have careers in teaching English.

But accepting the idea of multiple
interpretations, toleratingambiguity,

waiting for the meaning, and
appreciating multiple possibilitiesof
meaning are important skills no matter
what you do."
"I wanted to write things that people
might read, so they would get something
enjoyable out of it and have an
intellectualexperience," she said.
"Popular culture seemed more alive to
me. But, you know, I also love Emily
Dickinson, so what can I say?"^t
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Alumni News
Bucknell University in June of 1997 with the rank

Class Notes

of professor of chemistry, emeritus, after 39 years
of teaching analytical chemistryand conducting
research with undergraduate and graduate stu-

News and informationfor

class notes, mar-

advanced degrees and deaths are compiled
for news from Hope Collegeby Greg Olgers '87.
News should be mailed to: Alumni News;
Hope College Public Relations; 141 E. 12th St.; PO
Box 9000; Holland, MI 49422-9000.Internet users
may send to: alumni@hope.edu
All submissions received by the Public
Relations Office by Wednesday,Sept. 24, have
been includedin this issue. Because of the lead
time required by this publication's production
schedule,submissions received after that date
(with the exception of obituary notices)have been
held for the next issue, the deadlinefor which is
Tuesday,Nov. 4.
riages,

A number of

the entries in this issue for the

Classes of '86, ’91 and '97 have been gleanedfrom
the 1996-97 Annual Report publishedby the college's department of chemistry, lira'sfrom Hope

dents. During retirement he expects to continue to
do some writing and help the Bucknell Chemistry

Department with fund raising. He also will spend
time gardening, and traveling with wife Elizabeth.
John Spaulding .'56 of Jefferson, La., has been
pastor of Jefferson PresbyterianChurch for 30
years.

Owen Theodore Bechtel '57 is preaching and
servingarea Reformed churches in Wappingers
Falls, N.Y.
Warren Kane '57 is president of the Kiwanis Club
of Arlington, Va. By chance he sat next to another
Hope graduateand Kiwanis president-elect,Don
Hazekamp '51 (of the Kiwanis Club of Mt.
Pleasant, Mich.), during the 82nd Annual Kiwanis
International Conventionin Nashville,Tenn.,
which ran June 27 to July 1, 1997. They were
among several hundred attendinga session for
incoming presidents of Kiwanis Clubs.

College periodically borrows from such depart-

mental newsletters so that the information can be
enjoyed by as broad an audienceas possible.

1930s
VanPeursem'33 Tysse and

Jim Tysse '34 of
Holland, Mich., celebratedtheir 60th wedding
anniversary on Monday, Aug. 4, 1997. The occasion was marked by a receptionat Freedom
Village (where they reside) on August 3, and by a
dinner with family at the college's Haworth
Conference and Learning Center on August 8.
They had wanted the dinner to be held on the
Hope campus, where they met and fell in love
more than 60 years ago. Tire dinner included
remarks by Robert N. DeYoung '56, vice president
for college advancement at Hope, who discussed
the Hope College of today.
George Ziegler '38 of Franklin,N.J., was one of the
first four inductees into the Vernon Board of
Education Hall of Fame in June of 1997, honored
for administrative and civic accomplishments.He
came to Vernon in 1958 as the first principal of the
Vernon ConsolidatedSchool, and retired in 1972
as the district'ssuperintendent. Immediately
upon retiring,he was appointed to the original
board of education of Wallkill Valley, charged
with developinga regionalized high school. He
has also been active in the NJEA-R. He started his
career teaching history at Franklin High School in
Arloa

1939.

1940s
T. Phillip Waalkes '41 of Potomac, Md., is professor emeritus of the Johns Hopkins MedicalSchool

Oncology Center in Baltimore, Md. He continues
to work at the center, responsible for a continuing
medical education program for practicing medical
oncologists in Maryland.
Blaise Levai '42 of Jacksonville,Fla., was featured
in the Jacksonville Times-Unionfollowing Mother
Teresa's death for having twice met with her individually, in 1973 and 1993 (his teaching and
missionarywork included a variety of postings in
India, beginningin 1946). When he asked her, at
the end of the 1993 visit, how she could help the
vast number of people outside— the sick, homeless
and hungry — awaiting her aid, she answered
"One by one..."
Beth Marcus '42 of Holland,Mich., is serving as
president of the Holland Classis of the Reformed
Church in America.
Barbara Dee Folensbee '43 Timmer of Holland,
Mich., portrayed Mrs. Dubose during Hope
Summer RepertoryTheatre's 1997 productionof
To Kill A Mockingbird.

1950s
Donald Hazekamp '51 is president of the Kiwanis
Club of Mt. Pleasant,Mich. By chance he sat next
to another Hope graduateand Kiwanis presidentelect,Warren Kane '57 (of the Kiwanis Club of
Arlington, Va.), during the 82nd Annual Kiwanis
International Conventionin Nashville,Tenn.,
which ran June 27 to July 1, 1997. They were
among several hundred attendinga session for
incoming presidents of Kiwanis Clubs.
Hans Veening '53 of Lewisburg,Pa., retired from

1960s
Jan Leestma '60 of Chicago, 111., presented a
Department of Biologyseminar at Hope College
on Friday, Sept. 12, 1997. He is associate medical
director of The Chicago Instituteof Neurosurgery
and Neuroresearch,
and a managing partner with
NeurotherapeuticsLP, and presented"Antibody
as drug design template: a means to 'get there'
quicker," as well as a brief discussion on medical
schools.

Daryl Siedentop '60 participatedin the 1997
CriticalIssues Symposium at Hope College, titled
"Sport and American Life," which ran TuesdayWednesday, Sept. 30-Oct. 2. He was moderator
during two keynote discussions,"Does Sport
Build Character or Reveal Character?" and "What
is the Future of Sport in American Life?" He also
led a focus session titled "Sport in all its forms for
all the People: Toward a Healthy Sport Culture."
He is a professor in sport and exercise sciences at
The Ohio State University in Columbus.
Thomas Plewes '62 of Atlanta, Ga., discussed
"Zeeland'sMilitary History"on May 5, 1997, as
part of the city's Sesquicentennial SpeakersSeries.
A major general, he is the deputy commanding
general for the U.S.

Army

Reserve

Command.

authored Living with Schizophrenia, with Craig
Geiser and Dr. Kalman J. Kaplan and Dr. Martin
Harrow (published by Accelerated Development).
He and Geiser write about their schizophrenia
condition, with commentary from the physicians.
He and Geiser have been speaking to classes at
Hope College and at Grand Valley State
University about their condition for several years;
an excerpt from their book also appears in the
Psychology text written by Hope psychologist Dr.
David Myers.
Jack van der Schalk '66 of Rekken, the
Netherlands,has taken early retirement from the
bank where he worked and has moved with wife
Emilie to a farm-style house in the country.

Johannes Huber '67 of the Hague, the
Netherlands,has been transferred back to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs as deputy head of the
Energy, Research and Technology Division after
eight years in the Far East.
Joe Kusak '67 of Auburn, Calif., is in private practice as

a

therapist specializingin counseling

teenagers and their families regardingdepression

and substance abuse.
Ruth Ziemann '67 Sweetser of Lombard, 111., has
been named assistantdean for business and industry relationsat Illinois Institute of Technology. In
the newly created position,she works to strengthen relations between the universityand area
business and industry, particularly in relation to
professional master's and graduatecertificate programs. She is also one of 21 women appointed to
Governor Jim Edgar's "Governor'sCommission
on the Status of Women in Illinois."He has asked
the commission to review and identify barriers to
women's equality, promote public-private partnershipsto develop programs and services for
women, review and make recommendations for
changes in Illinoislaw to assure equality, and
prepare a preliminary report by Februaryof 1998.
Hudson Soo '68 has retiredfrom his principalship
in Hong Kong and is now living with his family in
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. He is
teaching part-time ESL, in a local church, to new
immigrantsfrom Hong Kong and Taiwan. He has
also been invited to translate part of the Book of
Church Order of the Reformed Church in America
from English to Chinese.
Patricia Priscoe '69 teaches art at East Lake High
School in Tarpon Springs, Fla.

Harvey Heneveld'69
Reformed Church

in

is

senior pastor of Olivet

vided only to the most outstanding scientists...(with

involved in Westminster Church

Marietta Workman '63 Driscollof Muskegon,
Mich., was named "Administrator
of the Year" by
the Michigan Reading Association. She is principal of Glenside School, and is also the assistant
director of Early ChildhoodProgramsfor the
MuskegonPublic Schools and administrator of the
Michigan School ReadinessProgram. In April of
1997, Glenside School received a Robert and
Patricia Muth Excellencein Leadership Award
from the Middle Cities Education Association
(MCEA) for its successful school improvement

Candy Carey

12,

1997.

'72 Porter of Lakeside, Ariz., is an

aide in special education at the Blue Ridge School
Districtmiddle school.

Ted Boeve '74 has recently taken the position of
vice president of marketingand productdevelopment for Superior Chair in Texas, and is moving
his

family to the Austin area this fall.

Dan Dykstra

'74 of Woodbridge, Va., has been
promoted to colonel with the U.S. Marine Corps
while servingas branch head, manpower; programming; and budgeting, trainingand education

Marine Corps Combat Development
Command, Quantico, Va.
Charlene Bos '75 Alexander of Kaohsiung,
division.

Taiwan, is in her second year as a lecturer at
Chang Jung University in Tainan County. She primarily works for the department of translation,
but also teaches for variousdepartments in the
business school. Chang Jung University is a new
school which opened its doors in 1993. It is an
institutionof the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,
which Char has served since 1982.
Glenn Powers '75 is director of planning for St.
Louis County, Mo.
Dennis TeBeest '75 recently became senior pastor
at PreaknessReformed Church in Wayne, N.J. He
had been at Hope Church in Holland, Mich., since
1985 — first as an associate pastor, and then as
senior pastor.

John Yeutter '76 is an

assistant professor of
accountingwith NortheasternState University in
Tahlequah,Okla. He took and passed the May,
1997, C.P.A. examination,and is to receive an
Honorable Mention Award "for having written
one of the four best papers of those successful candidates who were sittingfor the examination in

Oklahomafor the first time."
Jan Buelow '77 lives and works aboard the
Gannel, a 46-foot sloop in the Caribbean which is
chartered for personalized sailingvacations.

The

yacht is based out of St. Thomas in the U.S. Virgin
Islands,

Daniel Stoepker '70 of Detroit,Mich., in February
of 1997 was elected to the "AIDS Partnership
Michigan" Board of Directorsand the "AIDS
InterfaithNetwork" Advisor}' Council.He is part

superior record of accomplishment."

Suffolk Classis on Oct.

and also sails the British and Spanish
Virgin Islands. Stresses and challengeshave

Grandville, Mich.

Barbara Mortensen '62 Sanbom is a professor in
the Department of Biochemistryand Molecular
Biology at the University of Texas-Houston
Medical School. She has been awarded an NIH
MERIT Award which provides research support
for studies of signal transduction pathways regulating the effects of hormones on uterine
contraction and relaxation. The work has direct
relevance to the design of treatments for the prevention of premature labor during pregnancy
and the progressionof normal labor. The award,
according to the director of the NICHD, is "proa)

He was named the 1997
Region IV "Class A" and Overall State Coach of
the Year by the Basketball Coaches Association of
Michigan. His overall record is 207-66.
Janet Jeltema '72 Magiera of Irvine,Calif., is the
office manager for a law firm, Morrison & Lespier.
Fred Mueller '72 accepted a call to be the pastor of
the Reformed Church of Locust Valley on Long
Island, N.Y. He was installed by the Nassauboys' basketball coach.

included two of the worst hurricanes in the history
of the islands, but, she writes,"these are most

1970s

of the

often overriddenby the great people, wonderful

Presbyterian Church

(U.S.A.)

Homosexuality Task Force to encourage study
and dialogue; a speakerand discussion leader for
youth and adult groups in metro Detroit;and very
Detroit,

climate and the numerous benefits." She flew to
Athens on August 20 to cruise Greece and Turkey
on a 49-foot motor yacht for a month, subsequently returning to the States for a six-week visit with
friends and family. She's returning to the
Caribbean at the end of October.
Jeffrey Burke '77 and wife Valerie live in Holland,
Mich., with son Stefan.
Phillip Sneller '77 is pastor of First Reformed

Presbyterian (U.S.A.),"A Church for All People."

Church

Roger Bolhouse '71 of Clarksville,Mich., is director of the Michigan State Police Crime Laboratory
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Don Van Singel '71 of Holland,Mich., is president of the Zeeland (Mich.) Board of Education.
Jon Constant '72 of Traverse City, Mich., is in his
25th year at Traverse City Central High School as
a social studies teacher and his 13th year as varsity

Todd Harbum

of

Fulton, 111.

'78 of Okemos, Mich., works in
orthopedicsurgeryand sports medicine, and has
been team surgeon for Alma (Mich.) College since
1987.
Shirley Bolhouse '79

Harbum

of

Okemos, Mich.,

teaches at-risk math with the

Okemos Public

Schools.

Alexander Patterson'79 of Lake Bluff, 111., has

Alumni Board of Directors

efforts.

Officers

George Jacob '63 retired on June 30, 1997, after
serving seven years as superintendent
of

Ravenna

(Mich.] Public Schools. On July 1, 1997, he
assumed the position of vice president of marketing for Design Forum of Grand Rapids. He also
serves as an adjunct faculty member in educational leadershipfor Western Michigan University
and was recently elected to serve as a trustee for
the West Ottawa Public Schools Board of
Education.
Kathleen Payne-Mosher'64 of Seminole, Fla.,
retiredin June of 1997 after 33 years with Mayfield
(N.Y.) Central School.

Ellen Whitaker '65 Conrad of Salem, Ohio, is
teaching culinary arts for the county joint vocational school district in Canfield, Ohio.
Henry Dejonge '65 is director of development
with Camp ID-RA-HA-JE in Bailey,Colo.
Stuart Emmons '65 of Holland, Mich., co-

Jennifer Liggett '80, President, Kalamazoo,Mich.
Claire Vander Meulen '75 Gibbs, Vice President,Melbourne,Fla.
Michael Percy '86, Secretary,Mentor, Ohio

Board Members
JanetteVandenberg'79 Aardema, Grand Rapids, Mich. Bruce Brumels '59, McBain, Mich.
Ruth Anne Hascup '80 Burgener, Flanders,N.J.

Bryan Bush ’84, Anaheim, Calif.

MarianneDykema

Vicky TenHaken '81 Hawken, Baldwins ville, N.Y.

'81 Griffin, Fort

Worth, Texas

Doris Kellom '80, Arlington,Mass.

John Hensler '85, Davisburg, Mich.
Michelle Baker '89 Laverman,Phoenix, Ariz.

Karen Gralow '75 Mashuta, Schenectady, N.Y.

Dan McCue '99, Bexley,Ohio
Megan Mulder '97, Holland, Mich.
Jane Terpstra ’82, Minneapolis, Minn

Kara McGillicuddy ’98, Okemos, Mich.
Linda Selander '64 Schaap, Barrington,111.
Richard Webster '84, Sterling Va.

Martha Corbin ’72 Whiteman, Indianapolis,Ind.

Liaison
Lynne Powe

'86,

Alumni Director
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been named president and chief executive officer
Arbour Group LLC. Arbour Group is an internationalcomputer software and services company
headquarteredin Chicago, 111.
Charles Ranson '79 has been appointedmanaging
directorof Chase Manhattan Private Bank in Palm
of

Russell Camp '82 of Saint Johnsville, N.Y.,

is

pastor of St. John's Reformed Church and president of the MRML Board.

Nancy DeWitte '82 Condon of Longmeadow,
Mass., and husband Thomas on July 11, 1997,
completed a 4,946-mile cross-country canoe expedition titled "Paddle for Water," which promoted

commercialmortgage banker.
A1 Smith '82 of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

is

enjoying

teaching sixth graders at Excel Charter Academy.
Nancy MacArthur'82 Smith performed in The
WashingtonOpera's production of La Boheme

now attending the Five BranchesInstitute in Santa
Cruz, Calif., studying traditionalChinese medicine (acupunctureand herbology).
Deborah Fild '82, after living in Virginia for 10
years and graduatingwith a master's in physical
therapy in 1995, moved back to Michigan in
January of 1997. She is a physical therapist at
Metron of Big Rapids, Mich.
Karline Muir '82 Gibson of Staten Island, N.Y.,
planned and implemented a mother/childplaygroup called the Kidz Klub, which is now in its
third year of operation. It provides structured

under the direction of Gian Carlo Menotti in the
fall of 1996. She continues to run a private voice
studio from her home in Clifton,Va., and directs
the children's choir at St. John's Episcopal in
Centreville,Va.
Mark Spencer '82 of TraverseCity, Mich., was
named a registeredinvestment advisor and
partner in Roney & Co., LLC in 1996.
Kurt Thompson '82 of Rochester Hills, Mich., has
been promoted to vice president at Kmart's
International Headquarters. At 37, he is the corporation's youngest vice president.
FrederickVan Dyke '82 of Holland,Mich., is a
product/ shared markets manager with Foremost
Corporationof America. He was named to the
corporation's"President'sClub" as an Eagle
Member, an honor given to the top five percent of

Jay Peters '80 of Holland, Mich., is vice president

playtime for children and socializationfor parents.

the corporation's performers.

for The Breton Group, a fundraisingconsulting
firm.

She is employed as custodianfor the Reformed
Church of Prince Bay, and runs a seasonal lawn
and garden service.
Cathy Harter '82 has done several children's
sermons at her home church of Second Reformed
in Coxsackie, N.Y.
Ann Hartney '82 lives in Durango, Colo., where
most of her family has relocated. She is a composition instructorat Fort Lewis College and a coach
of the Durango High School Speech and Debate
Team.
Cathleen Bast '82 Holbrook of Somerset, N.J., has
been working for the AppalachianMountain Club

Beach, Fla.

water conservation.

Laurie Engle '82 was internationalstudent

1980s

advisor at Hope College from 1987 to 1997. She is

Steve Hulst '80 of Zeeland,Mich., competed in
USA track and field in the summer of 1997. He
won the 800-meterat the Illinois and Michigan
Master's state meets, and finished second at the
U.S. Master' s Nationals in California.
Erik Jul '80 of Columbus, Ohio,
tor

of the

OCLC

is

associate direc-

Institute,a nonprofit education

organization dedicatedto promoting the evolution of libraries and information servicesby
providingmanagers with opportunities for
advanced education and knowledge exchange.

Lori

Fox-Rhem '81

of Spring Lake, Mich., was

elected to the Spring Lake Public Schools Board of

Educationin June of 1997. She

is

serving a four-

year term.

Kirk McMurray '81 has been installedas president of the Chicago Associationof Healthcare
Executives (CAHE) for 1997-98. He is executive
directorof the DuPage County Medical Society.
Mark Stevens '81 and Tricia Paarlberg '82
Stevenshave been living in Penang, Malaysia, for
two years with sons Peter (age nine) and Andrew
(six-and-a-half).Mark is vice president and AsiaPadfic controllerfor Dell Computer.
Kris Leaske '81 Witkowski of Holland, Mich., has
taken a new position on the Computing and
InformationTedwology staff at Hope College,
working as a liaison between the office and the
college'sfacultyand staff. A member of the Hope
staff since 1987, she had previously been director
of advancement services at the college.
Bruce Caltrider '82 is a stock broker at Everen
Securities and secretary of the Haslett Okemos
Rotary Club. He is also chair of the 1998 golf
outing for the Boy Scouts in the Lansing, Mich.,
area.

Sue Marceny '82 Caltrider

left

a senior editor

position at Michigan State University in January of
1997 to become a stay-at-home

mom.

She remains

professionally active, editing books for a

New

York publishinghouse and writing freelance for
Vision Magazine,the alumni vehicle for the Eli
Broad College of Business at MSU.

for

eight years.

Douglas Klein '82 of Arlington, Va., is a lead prosecutor in the Violent Crime Section of the U.S.
Attorney's Office in Washington,D.C.
Kathy Lawrence '82 of Frankfort, 111., is
owner/president of Lawrenceand Associates,
financialplanning.
Patti Bolman '82

own

McCormick and husband

Scott

an art gallery in Prescott,Ariz. They feature

Scott'sbronze sculptures and hand-carvedwood
as well as 30 other artists' works. They also keep

busy with their children,Alex and Glen.
Penny Meints '82 of Morrice, Mich., is pastor of
the Morrice, Pittsburg and Bennington United
MethodistChurches.
David Moored '82 of Holland,Mich., is general
manager of Flashes Publishers,a division of
Stauffer Communications Inc.
Holly Cope '82 Schackow of Grand Rapids,
Mich., was promoted in July of 1997 to vice president with First Chicago NBD Bank, where she is a

Scott Van Verst '82 of Olympia, Wash, is an avid
enthusiast,enjoying mountain biking and
windsurfing.
Jon Veldman '82 recently established the Delphi
Chassis Systems division of General Motors in
Brazil, and is now managing the first production
facility in Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil. He and
wife Lynn Bufe '82 Veldman attendedthe Davis
Cup in RiberaoPreto, Brazil, in Februaryof 1997.
They write, "It wasn't difficultto spot the only
U.S. fans in a crowd of wildly cheering Brazilians.
We were discoveredand invited to sit with the
players and U.S.T.A. Committee members. It was
a thrill watching the Jim Courier match seated
next to Malavi Washington. Afterward we were
athletic

an

ever-changing place.

summer.

a sales

rep with Stratagene, a

company that makes

each April.

Representing important sport federations and
governingbodies such as FIFA, IOC, IAAF, UEFA,
FIBA and FINA, ISL manages the marketingprograms for events such as the Football World Cup,
the Olympic Games, the World Championships in

David Baar '83 of EvergreenPark, 111., is finishing
his doctoral studies in choral conducting at
Northwestern University in Evanston,111., where
he currently conducts the UniversityWomen's
Chorus and his new wife Beverly works as a
coach /accompanistin the Voice Department. He
and Beverly also direct music at the Episcopal
Church of the Transfiguration in Palos Park, 111.,
and for the Community Choral Arts Club
Children's Chorus (Chicago suburbs).
Charles Bell '83 directeda production of the
musical The Fanlasiicksin Casey, 111., in July and
August of 1997.
Lisa Shanafelt '84 of Golden, Colo., teaches
history and theatre at New Vista High School in
of

Stow, Ohio,

is

a

senior manager

in IT strategy and informationtechnologywith
Caliber Logisticsin Hudson, Ohio.

David Van Dyke
call

'84 of Columbus, Ohio, has

as senior minister at Broad Street

downtown Columbus. He
had previously served as the acting senior minister at Central Reformed Church in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Mary Lokers '85 Merrill of Zeeland, Mich., is an
ordained ministerin the ReformedChurch in
America,serving as a youth chaplain at Pine Rest
Christian Mental Health Services in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Kathy VanGiessen '85 Scholten recently moved
to Manchester,Conn., where her husband, Mark
Scholten '86, accepteda call to pastor a church.
They have five children: three girls (ages 10, eight
and two) and two boys (ages five and under one
year). She homeschools the oldest three children.
Ramin Ahmadi '86 is employed by Yale-Griffin
Internal Medicine ResidencyProgram as an associate program director and director of ambulatory
medical educationin Derby, Conn.
Robert Appell '86 of Midland,Mich., is employed
by The Dow Chemical Company as a project
leader in the PharmaceuticalsProcess
Research/ContractManufacturing Services
Division.

Mark Billadeau'86 is employed as a scientist
IGEN International in Gaithersburg, Md.

for

Barbara Bradford-Unger '86 finished a two-year
program for social education at an institutein

Vienna, Austria. Her e-mail address is:
arthuru@metronet.de
John Buchanan '86 of Brookline, Mass., is a senior
scientistin medicinalchemistryin the Chemical
Division of AR1AD Pharmaceuticals Inc. in
Cambridge, Mass.
Paul Coan '86 of Muncie, Ind., is a member of the

and marketing with ISL

Athletics

Worldwide.

and the World

Basketball

Championships. He writes, "I am proud to share
with you that it had been my long-time dream to
be able to work for ISL, and I finally made it
happen."He and wife Julie Light '89 Mainardi
have an 18-month-olddaughter, Ashley.
David Mascotti '86 is an assistant professor at
Richard Stockton College, NAMS Division,

Pomoma, N.J.
Karen Billadeau'86 Medendorp and husband
Tim of Lockport, 111., have recently returned from
"Mission'97," a 10-day visit to the former Soviet
Union during which they distributed humanitarian and spiritual aid. They were part of a
30-member team in Tambov, Russia. The trip was
organizedand led by Josh McDowellMinistry, a
ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ
International.Team members distributed aid such
as food and medicineto orphanagesand hospitals
in 15 different cities in Russia, the Ukraine and
Belarus. Each member also gave out approximately 15,000 Russian-language copies of
McDowell's book. More Than a Carpenter. They are
currently recruiting volunteers for Operation
Carelift'98, which will run in Russia and Belarus
from January 24 to February7.
Eric Meyer '86 of Steamboat Springs, Colo., is in
private practiceas an anesthesiologist.

Beverly Johnson '86 Michels left the
Research and Development Center in

May

to become the laboratory manager at the

Chemicals facility in

Gwen

Amoco
of

1997

Amoco

Joliet, Dl.

Miller '86 of Salem, Ore., is self-employed

with Crow Feathersas a writer/photographer.
She is co- editing a book of poetry, short stories,
photography and artwork about Native
Americans and the American landscape.
Robert Petrovich '86 of Blue Bell, Pa., is a research
associate with the Fox-Chase Cancer Center.
ChristopherPinderski'86 is an emergency physician for the Tenet Company, Lucy Lee Healthcare
Systems in Poplar Bluff, Mo. He and wife Carrie
are medical staff physicians with Championship
Auto Racing Teams.
Kevin Rea '86 is a senior chemist, radiation
curable products, for Northwest Coatings
Corporationin Oak Creek, Wis. He works in an
area of physical chemistry involvingquantum
chemistryand ultra-violetabsorption, and develops ultra-violetand electron-beamphotocurable
coatings for the graphic arts and other industrial
applications.

knowledge

chemistry faculty at Ball State University.

Greg Reid '86

Tom Dammer

strategy with Ernst & Young in Sydney,Australia.

'86 of

Cranberry, Pa.,

is

an associate

director in businessdevelopment for the Smith
Kline Beecham Consumer Healthcare
Keith DeVries '86
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the

Jane VanderPIoeg '86 Larson of Durham, N.C., is

Andrea Mainardi '86 of Lucerne, Switzerland, is
an assistant vice president of international sales

Presbyterian Church in

is

111.

Susan Hendrickson '86 has a pediatricpracticein
Bay City, Mich.
Matthew Hester '86 is an operations specialist
with Earth Tech Inc., Total Water Management
Division of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Rhonda Postema '86 Klomparensteachesfirst
grade at Lakeview Elementaryin Holland, Mich.
She and husband Wayne have two daughters,
Alexandriaand Abigail.
Carolyn Koester '86 of Pleasanton, Calif, is with
the AnalyticalSciences Division at Lawrence
Livermore NationalLaboratory.She is working
on a project to determine polar organic compounds in seawaterand participating in LLNL's
"Fun with Science," which is an outreachto elementary school students that brings science
demonstrationsto the classroom.
Christa Schnaubelt '86 Koval is a chemistry
instructor at Front Range Community College in
Westminster,Colo. When available, she also
teaches at the University of Colorado-Boulderin

Suzanne DeVries '82 Zimmerman of Rockford,
member of the Steering Committee for
the West Michigan Science Festival,which is held
Mich., is a

accepteda

The campus

Chicago,

products for molecular and cell biology research.

Greg Tabor '84

Alumni

Bruce Dorr '86 is a physician irTthe Obstetricsand
Gynecology Divisionat Denver (Colo.) Health
Medical Center, where he runs the Center for
Incontinence.He also has a faculty appointment
with the University of Colorado.
Gary Dozeman '86 of Zeeland, Mich., is a senior
developmentengineer in the Pharmaceutical
Research Divisionat Pa rke- Da vis / WarnerLambert Company.
Glenn Grevenstuk '86 of Schererville,Ind., is an
analyticalchemist for Sherwin-Williams in

invited to a reception with the players."

Boulder, Colo.

Attention: Hope

Pfizer Inc. in the Process Research Divisionin
Groton, Conn.

is

a

Company.

senior research scientist for

is

national director of

KrystinRitsema '86 of Nederland,Colo., is

a

ski

instructor/raft guide, working for the Eldora

Mountain Resort in Nederland and

the

IQ

Whitewater Connectionin Coloma, Caiif.
Mark Scholten '86 accepteda call to pastor the
Presbyterian Church of Manchester,Conn. He
and his wife, Kathy VanGiessen '85 Scholten,have
five children (10, eight, five, two and under one
year).

Timothy Shafer '86 of Durham, N.C., is a toxicologist with the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's NeurotoxicologyDivision in Research
Triangle Park.

Andrew Thorpe '86 is a sales representative for
Nalco Chemical Company in Detroit,Mich.
Cheryl Prentice '87 Balousek of Troy, Mich., is a
database manager with the Medstat Group in Ann
Arbor, Mich., and is enjoying spending time with
husband David and their two children, Kyle (age
three)and Erik (age one).
Julie Adams '87 Bennett of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
is a developmental kindergartenteacher in the
Rockford (Mich.) Public Schools.
Suzanne Mitchell '87 Borgeson of Maple Grove,
Minn., was recently promoted to regional supply
chain manager with The Pillsbury Company for
Latin America, Carribean and South African
markets, and is responsible for managing export
shipments of Pillsbury,Green Giant, Old El Paso
and Haagen Dazs products.
Kyria Boundy-Mills '87 of Cary, N.C., is a postdoc in the department of poultry science at North
Carolina State University.
John Gardner '87 is assistant director of the

Obermann Center

for

Advanced Studies

at the

University of Iowa. He has received a fellowship
to

pursue a technological approach to the study of

ancient religious texts.
Marjorie Lindner '87 Gunnoe of Grand Rapids,
Mich., is a member of the psychology faculty at
Calvin College,where husband Chad teaches
history. Their son, Jake, is one-and-a-half years
old.

Anne Allison '87 Guy of Grand Haven,
became staffing coordinatorat Meridian

Mich.,
Inc. in

College.

Lyn Curley '87 Walker

of

Holland, Mich., has had

some songs picked up by Brentwood Music

in

hopes of publication. She had a new compact disc

with Pam Ourada '87 Van Putten releasedin
September of 1997.
Carla Plumert '87 Weese of Holland,Mich., is a
senior writer in the correspondencedepartmentof
Family Research Council,a conservativepublic
policy organizationbased in Washington, D.C.,
with a service center in Holland.
Christopher Habben '88 of Blacksburg,Va., is
pursuing a doctorate in marriage and family

Amy

Hendrickson '87 Habben of Blacksburg,
Va., is pursuing a master's in education and
college student affairs at Azusa (Calif.)Pacific
University after serving as the associate director of

admissionsfor Fuller Theological Seminary.
Diane Johnson '87 of Chicago, 111., is a sales
manager and corporatemeeting planner with
Radisson Hotels. She competes year-round in
equestrian events, dressage and hunter/jumper.
Sandy Judson '87 Kemink of Elgin, 111., has
started her own psychotherapy practice as an
independentcontractor in Buffalo Grove, 111.
Michael Kort '87 of Lake Bluff, 11]., is a medicinal
chemist at Abbott Laboratories in North Chicago,
m.
Kay VandenBosch '87 Kossen of Battle Creek,
Mich., was admittedto the Michigan Bar in June of
1997, and is an associate attorney with the firm of
Vandervoort, Cooke, McFee, Christ, Carpenter
and Fisher PC. Her practicefocuses on real estate
and probate law.
Greg Olgers '87 of Holland,Mich., continuesto
work at Hope Collegeas director of information
services,where his duties include media relations
and editing news from Hope College.And he hopes
with all his heart,since he didn't put any typos in
his own "classnote," that he also managed to
avoid putting any in anybody else's...
Lori Canfield '87 Peiffer recently completed her
doctorate, was married and moved to
Maplewood, Minn.
Craig Piersma '87 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
manager of corporatecommunications for the
Centex Corporationof Zeeland, Mich., a manufacturer of fire safety and automotiveproducts.
James Poit '87 is pastor of First Reformed Church
in Rocky Hill, N.J. He and wife Linda have two
children, Adam (age six) and Elisabeth (age two).
Dotty St Amand '87 of Fort Myers, Fla., has been
elected vice president of the newly-formed
Alzheimer Alliance of America.
Terri Stull '87 of Belmont, Mass., recently became

a licensed professional engineer in the state of
Massachusetts.She has worked as an electrical
engineerfor Parsons Brinckerhoff since 1993 on
various Boston- area projects.

Summers of Ada, Mich., is an
Summers Gold, selling14-karat

owner/partnerin
gold and sterlingsilver.
Phil Tanis '87 of Holland,Mich., reports that he
has spent the past few years knocking about
Europe.
Sharon Walburg '87 Tooker of Zeeland, Mich., is
the Gilead Unit coordinator (Alzheimer's unit) at
Haven Park Christian Nursing Home in Zeeland.
The unit recently became certifiedby the Joint
Commission as a special-caredementia unit.
Jill Vredevelt'87 VanderStoep of Grand Rapids,
Mich., coached junior varsity volleyball at Calvin
College and East Grand Rapids High School last

and has been an advisor for the Jacktown Packers
backpackinggroup for five years. She is pursuing
a master’sdegree in educationalleadershipat
Western Michigan University.
Julie Light '89 Mainardi and husband Andrea
Mainardi '86 live in Lucerne, Switzerland. She is a
housewife, taking care full-timeof their 18-monthold daughter, Ashley.After having learned Italian
and French, she is now faced with the challenge of
learning German as well.
Kristi Vander Kooi '89 of Naperville, 111., teaches
at the

School for PerformingArts and at Columbia

College in Chicago,

Dianne Brown

111.

'89 Vitali recently completed a

therapy.

master's degree and had a baby boy, and is cur-

Sonja Hrabowy '88 of Richland, Mich., earned a
master's in public health in epidemiologyin 1991,
moved back to Michigan in 1993 and is currently
employed with the KalamazooCounty Human
Services department as the county epidemiologist.Ballroom dancing is one of her joys, and she is
the vice president of the Kalamazoo chapter of the
USABDA (United States Amateur Ballroom
Dancing Association).She also has a golden

rently in her seventh year of teaching mathematics

retrievernamed Merlin.

Hisatsugu Kitahara'88 is teaching and conducting research as an assistant professor at the
Institute of Cultural and LinguisticStudies at Keio
University in Tokyo, Japan. He is the author of
Elementary Operations and Optimal Derivations(MIT
Press, 1997).

Tammy Morehead '88

Pattison of Mt. Holly, N.J.,

and her husband have two daughters: Meghan
(age three) and Mitchell (age one). In 1990, after
teaching middle school for two years, she joined
American Airhnes, where she is a flight attendant.
Rebecca Thompson '88 of Livonia, Mich., is cruising Mexico on a 37-foot sailboat.
Michele Navarre '88 Weickel of Highland,Mich.,
is a teacher consultantwith the Huron Valley
Schools.She and husband Scott have three
chilren, Chelsea (age six), Heidi (age four) and
Kaitlyn (age one).

April of 1997.

Kristina Wolf '87

an assistant professorof psychology at Calvin

Raymond Woo

'88 of Tucker, Ga., is a pediatric

orthopaedic surgeon with Scottish Rite Children's

Medical Center.
Ann Boggess '89 Bridgman of Glen Ellyn, 111., is a
full-time mother to her two children. Cole (twoand-a-half) and McKenzie (nine-and-a-half
months).
Sherrie Chapman '89 Britton of Centreville,
Mich., teachesseventh grade reading and language arts. She has recently begun a project with
the

at Forest Hills Northern High School in

1990s
Jessica Bachor '90 of Gloucester,Mass., was
recently marriedand teaches science at Gloucester
High School.
Martie Sharp '90 Bradley of Morrisville, Pa., is
assistant to the coordinator at the Charter School
Resource Center (CSRC) of New Jersey. The
CSRC acts as a liaison between the New Jersey
Department of Education and the teachers and
parents who are planning and operatingcharter
schools in New Jersey. The first group of 13
approved charter schools opened in September.
Wendy Braje '90 is an assistantprofessor in the
psychologydepartment at St. Cloud State
University in Minnesota.
Susan Blume '90 Deady and husband Jeff moved
into their new house in June of 1997.
Christine Deibler '90 is teaching at the junior high
school level at the Tianjin International School in
China.
Erika Hyde '90 DeWitt and Thomas DeWitt '90 of
Zeeland, Mich., report that daughter Monika had
a successful eight-houropen heart surgery on
Aug. 19, 1997, to repair a complicatedheart defect
and is recovering very well. TTiey write, "She may
someday require more surgery, but for now we
are just excited to get on with our lives, watching
Monika, her twin brother Warren (one in October)
and big brother Jacob (age five) grow!"
Diana Slama '90 Fox and family moved to northeastern Ohio in the fall of 1996, when husband
Tom accepted his first call to be a Lutheranpastor.

National Writing Project(NWP) (University of

Californiaat Berkeley) called "Rural Voices,
Country Schools" (RVCS). She is working with a
team of seven other area teachers to document and
make public the good teaching happening in rural
schools in their areas. She is the site coordinator
for her group, which recently traveled to Marin
County, Calif., to spend a week planning for the
first of

three years in the project.

RVCS

includes

eight member teams from Arizona, Louisiana,
Nebraska,Pennsylvaniaand Washington,in addition to Michigan. The effortis funded through a
grant from the NWP, which has received its

handing for

RVCS from

Grand

Rapids, Mich.

the Annenberg

Foundation.
KristinaPamuk '89 Conley of Norton Shores,
Mich., is on a leave from teaching to stay at home
with her and husband Dave's two children:
Emma (22 months) and Eric (two months).
Amy Israel '89 Davies teaches third grade in the
Poland (Ohio) Local Schools.
Jeff Greig '89 of Livonia, Mich., is an assistant
director of facilitiesand auxiliary servicesat
Walsh College in Troy, Mich.
Heather Lawrence '89 of Grass Lake, Mich., is in
her ninth year teaching in a learning disabilities
resource room at Northwest High School in
Jackson, Mich. She has been coachingcheerleading there for eight years, is a senior class advisor.

She reports that she

is

adjusting to being a pastor's

wife and has enjoyedorganizing a new children's

choir and various church activities. She also
recently accepted a part-time socialwork position
with Wayne County Children's Services in
Wooster, Ohio, taking reports of child abuse and
neglect. She also enjoys being with her two children, Abbey (age four) and Anna (almost one year
old).

Doug Goeman

'90 is an accountfinance manager
with the International BusinessGroup at Prince
Corporationin Holland, Mich.
Andrea Schmitz '90 Mascio is a children's social
worker for Los Angeles County, Calif. She is also
a personal trainer and aerobicsinstructor for

Karin S. Wiechmann '90 is a captain in the U.S.
currentlystationedin Baumholder,
Germany.She is a criminal defense attorney with
the Judge Advocate General's Corps.
Susan Renner '90 Williams is a sales representative with International Thomson Publishingin
Grand Rapids, Mich.
MichelleMeengs '91 Bache of Indianapolis, Ind.,
is a resident in the Department of Emergency
Medicine at MethodistHospital of Indiana.
Peter Blackburn'91 of San Diego, Calif., in
September of 1997 returned from a six-month
deployment aboard the USS Ogden, a Navy
amphibious ship. The voyage spanned four continents. He connectedwith Hope friends/fratemity
brothers during his port call to Singapore. The
ship also did a humanitarian mission to Africa,
enablinghim to practice dentistry in the Third
World.
Vic Breithaupt'91 of Detroit,Mich., has accepted
a physical educationposition at Warren Lincoln
Middle School, and is also continuing in the master's program at Oakland University. He helped
to win the NationalChampionship for Troy JET
BOX in the National Amateur Baseball Federation
in Louisville,Ky.
Kent Bristol '91 of Engelwood, Colo., is a substitute teacher with the Cherry Creek and Jefferson
County Schools.He stillruns cross country races
and marathons, including the 100th Boston
Marathon in the spring of 1996.
Sally Westrate '91 Carr is an RN with advanced
certificationin informatics, and recently accepted
a position as a clinical computing consultant with
Negley, Ott & Associates, an Atlanta, Ga.-based
clinical consulting firm. She and husband Mike
retaintheir residence in Holland, Mich., where she
maintains a private,independentconsulting prac-

Army and

tice.

Kimsom Chhim '91 has been promoted to quality
control manager at J.B. LaboratoriesInc. in
Holland, Mich.
Kevin Cranmer '91 of Farmington Hills, Mich., is
an emergency medidne/intemal
medicine resident at Oakland General Hospital in Madison
Heights, Mich.
Kelly DeWitt '91 of Holland, Mich., teaches chemistry and astronomy at West Ottawa High School.
He is pursuing a master of science education
degree at Western Michigan University.
Eric Elliott '91 continues to play with Plannja
Basket, a basketball team in Lulea, Sweden.
Dannie Gentry '91 of Cincinnati, Ohio, is a resident in the Department of Obstetrics/Gynecology
at the Good SamaritanHospital.
Eric Good '91 of Grand Rapids, Mich., has a residency in internalmedicine.
Ethan Henderson'91 is general manager of The
American Boychoir in Princeton, N.J.
Jeffrey Hopkins '91 is a post-doc at the University
of PennsylvaniaMedical Center, Department of
Radiologyin Philadelphia.
James Loats '91 of Exeter, N.H., is employed by
Phillips Exeter

Academy

as a science instructor,

teaching general biology and upper-level genetics
courses.

Susan

McComb

'91 is

an associate research sden-

Bailey'sTotal Fitness.

Lora Huizenga '90 Monachino of Maynard,
Mass., has been elected president of the Board of
Directors of the

Waltham Day

Care Center. She is

also doing consulting as a medical underwriter,
but notes that she is primarily focusedon being a
full-timemommy.
Bret Norvilitis '90 of Orchard Park,

111., is

a

math-

Looking for
gift ideas?

ematics teacher at Orchard Park High School.

Craig Price '90

is

working in the Grand Rapids,

Mich., area as an R.N.

Peter Vance '90 has completed his residency
program in family practice,and as a captain in the
U.S. Air Force is serving in Biloxi, Miss.
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Scott VanderStoep '87 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
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tist in discoverychemistry with Rhone-Poulenc
Agricultural Products in Raleigh, N.C.

BrooklynMuseum through January25, 1998.
Darren Young '91 is with the U.S. Army, 561st
MedicalCompany Dental Services in Germany.
Kristin Jurries '92 Allen is a marketingcommunications manager for an industrial computer
company in Eugene,Ore.
Lisa Lober '92 Ashley of Petoskey, Mich., was

Jonathan O'Brien '91 is a technologyspecialist
with Fish & RichardsonPC in Boston, Mass.
Tiffany Smith '91 Reed of Canton, Mich., is
staying at home with new son Alex.
Nate Robrahn '91 is an assistant principal at
Caledonia(Mich.) High School.
MichelleSterk '91 Schoon and Jon R. Schoon '92
of

development for Northern Michigan HospitalBurns Clinic Foundation to raise money for
Hospice programs in Petoskey.
Susan Gasper '92 Blackburn is program supervisor for a state-wide foster care agency in San

ranked team in the state, which had been 20- 0.
William Crowley '92 of Park Ridge, 111., is a
dancer/ choreographer, and is company manager
of Dance Gallery/Peter Sparling & Co. His own
independenttouring will include performancesin
Central America and Europe.
Stephanie Smith '92 DeChambeau of Nashville,
Term., was promoted to assistantdirectorof development for The Nashville Symphony in June of
997. She has worked with the symphony for two-

Diego, Calif.

and-a-half years. She is also enjoying singing in a

Tracy Bolo '92 is completinga year in Bangkok,
Thailand, leading a financial implementation
project,and then plans to spend a couple months
traveling in Asia before returning to the United

JonathanKelder '92 of Grandville, Mich., is one of
the co-foundersof KVInet, an Internet service
provider in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jessie Frederick '92 King of Portland, Ore., is the
Northwest sales respresentativewith the
Bergquist Co. She and husband Mike bought their
firsthouse in December of 1996 and a dog (Henry)
in Februaryof 1997.
Jennifer Kapusinski '92 Langheld is a third grade
teacher in Gastonia, N.C.
Jamie Lee '92 of Lapeer, Mich., is a tour consultant
for the Midwest's largest school-tour operator.
Travel Adventures. She writes, 'Terks of this
career include lots of traveling;headachesinclude

small semi-professional choir called the Scarritt-

lots of

Bennett Singers, and she and her husband Bruce

David MacIntyre '92 of Delafield,Wis., has been
named head coach of the Carroll College women's
volleyballprogram.
Esther Maksymovitch '92 is a fourth-year medical
student at Vanderbilt in Nashville, Term.
Ann Kellaway '92 McFall of Grand Haven, Mich.,
teaches at the Grand Haven Christian School and
sings with her church Praise Team.
Michelle Imhoff '92 Mitchellis a residence hall
directorat Western Michigan University in
Kalamazoo,Mich.
Ivy Moser '92 is an Englishteacher at a small

to the state semi-finals this past year, and
along the way his team defeated the number one-

hired in January of 1997 as the associatedirectorof

Holland, Mich., are in their fifth year as resident

directors in College East Apartments at
College.

Schools. He led his varsitybasketball team all the

way

Hope

Katherine Spangenberg'91 is in a combined
internalmedicine/ pediatricsresidency at William
Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oak, Mich.

Michelle Corrunker '91 Szymusiak of Canton,
Mich., is a fourth grade teacher with the
Plymouth-Canton Schools, and is pursuinga master's degree at Marygrove College.She and
husband. Scott have a two-year-oldson, also
named Scott.
William "Bill" Teichert '91 has joined the staff at
Waldo Library at Western Michigan University in
Kalamazoo,Mich., as the eveningreference super-

1

are singing together in the Nashville Opera
Chorus.
t racy liasecki '92 Decker of Grand Haven, Mich.,
has been working as an adoptionworker, finding

States.

Kimberly Manns '92 Browning of Holland,
Mich., was recently promoted to program
manager, administration for the MacatawaArea
Coordinating Council (MACC). The MACC
works with local units of government to promote
cooperationin all areas that have community

visor.

Susan Teerman '91 Vander Jagt is a partner at the
Animal Clinic in Holland, Mich. She and husband
Mark have a son, Ross, age one-and-a-half.
Carl Van Faasen '91 of Holland,Mich., teaches
chemistryand coaches women's swimming and
water polo with the Holland Public Schools.
Michael Williams '91 is a projectsupervisor with
Williams Marketing Services in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Laura Wyss '91 is one of 250 artists with work featured in the exhibition "Current Undercurrent:
Working in Brooklyn," which is on display at the

families for children in foster care
needs children.

Dershem '92 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is technology coordinator for Educational Development
Corporation, and is also overseeing the operations
of a new indoor soccer complex in Holland, Mich.,

Han Chen '92 of New’ York, N.Y., is an associateat
Chase Manhattan Bank in New York.
Kate Christian '92 of Chicago, 111., is nearing completion of her doctorate in developmental
psychologyat Loyola University in Chicago.
Joseph Cipolla'92 is returning to Hope College
for teaching certificationwith learning disabled

"The Soccer Spot."

DeYoung '92 of Orlando,Fla., recently was
promoted to felony prosecutorwith the State
Erin

Attorney'sOffice, bought her first house and
adopted a puppy named Buster.
MichelleDziurgot '92 of Waukegan, 111., graduated from an "Advanced Education in General
Dentistry" residency at Great Lakes Naval Base on

students.
is

special

Aric

impact.

ChristopherCollins '92 of Benzonia,Mich.,

and

a

July

1997.

1,

Tricia

ketball coach with the Benzie County Central

fifth grade part-time

Engelsman'92 of Ada,
and

is

Mich., is teaching

administrator at Faith

Community Christian School

in

RochelleAnderson '92 Evert

of

Mich., reports that she

is

Belding, Mich.
Sterling Heights,

enjoying her second year

of teaching firstand second grade at Grosse Pointe
Christian School.

Stay

At

Charlene Fisher

'92

is

a first-year litigation

associ-

ate with Lord, Bisseli and Brook in Chicago, HI.

Jamie Fischer

'92 of

stituteteaching for

many

The Best Location
In Town?

Grand Rapids, Mich.,

is

sub-

Grand Rapids,Holland and

other area schools while finishing her mas-

ter's in special education at Western Michigan

University.She also spends time doing respite
care for specialneeds families.Her e-mail address
is:

Jamie@iserv.net

Scott Frederick '92 of Clarkston, Mich., is a sales
representative with the Detroit Pistons.

Mark Fromhold '92

is a scientistwith
PathoGenesis Corporation in Seattle, Wash.,
working in the Drug DiscoveryGroup.
Jeff
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Grill '92 of Canton, Mich., has been

employed

by Andersen Consultingfor five years, and currently works in Southfield,Mich., as a manager on
a project for Dow Chemical.
Michelle Comfort '92 Grill of Canton, Mich., has
been employed by Comerica Bank for five years,
and is currently working in Livonia, Mich., as a
commercial lending officerin the small business
department.
Andrea Gromme '92 reports that she is "currently
residing in Wyoming, where you won't see a
pickup truck without a dog or TV commercials
done without a camcorder." She works for a
wildlifephotographer,Thomas D. Mangelsen.
Christy Guth '92 of Farmington Hills, Mich., has a
company position with Detroit Dance Collective,a
professional modem dance company. She will
also be teaching at Oakland Community College
throughoutthe year.
Heidi Short '92 Hansing has been living in the
Chicago,III., area for five-and-a-halfyears and is
still working at Hewitt Associates as a systems
analyst. She notes that she and husband Jim enjoy
working with teenagers at their church as youth
counselors.

SabrinaHaverdink '92 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
morning host with WSNX, 104.5 FM. She has led
several seminars for high school-agedstudents,
and has also spoken on a national level to many
business organizations. She is also expanding to
public commercials; her first client is Grand
Rapids-basedWilhams Furniture.
Anita Shier '92 Helmus of Holland, Mich., is a
senior business consultant with Steelcase
Furniture Services. She and husband Brian
Helmus '94 have a son, Daane, who is one-and-aa

half.

Jon Joffe '92 of Fort Collins,Colo., is the director

management company that owns 30 veterinary
of training for National Pet Care Centers, a

Holland’s

New (and only) Downtown Hotel
225 College Avenue

Local Phone: 616.395.7200

Phone: 800.903.9142
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school in Japan.
Jill Flanagan '92

Norvilitisof Orchard Park, 111., is
an assistant professor of psychology at Buffalo

State College.

Dan Otis '92 is a history teacher at Ludington
(Mich.) High School.
Shawn Phillips '92

of

Wilmington,Del.,

is a visit-

ing research scientist with Dupont-Dupont Nylon.

physical educationteacher and varsity boys' bas-

Why Not

hours!"

hospitals throughoutthe West Coast.
Jill Eenigenburg '92

Keisling of Lansing, Mich., is

a project manager with the State of Michigan's
Departmentof Environmental Quality. She
recently served on a team that wrote Michigan's
Safe Drinking Water Assistance Bill. She had an
opportunityto participatein the bill-signingceremony and met Governor John Engler.

Todd Query '92 is in his second year of seminary
at Methodist TheologicalSchool in Delaware,
Ohio, pursuing a dual-degreemaster of divinity
and master of arts in Christian education.After
graduation, he plans to be ordainedin the United
MethodistChurch and seek a youth minister position in Michigan.
Kate Rogers '92 of Grand Rapids,Mich., is 50percent owner of Addickens LLC, a company that
owns and rents residentialproperty in the Grand
Rapids area.
Kim Bundy '92 Salisbury of Holland,Mich., has
been appointed director of advancement services
at Hope. She has been a member of the advancement servicesstaff since 1992.
Amy Sample '92 of Walker,Mich., is a physician
assistant working in family practice in
Hudsonville, Mich.
Jennifer Jarvis '92 Sellers of Glen Ellyn, 111., is in
her fifth year teaching fourth grade in Elmhurst,
111. She has assumed a new role as a cooperative
teacherwith a student teacherfrom Elmhurst
College.
Karla Solano '92 of Alajuela,Costa Rica, graduat-

ed from the American Cultural Center in Costa
Rica in December of 1996 with an academic degree
as an executive bilingual secretary.

Michael Theune

'92 is a

doctoral candidate in

lit-

erature and creative writing at the University of
Houston in Texas.

CatherineDavidson '92 Thomas of Wilmore, Ky.,
is a full-time first grade teacher while husband
Steve Thomas '92 attends seminary.
Weston Thompson '92 was recently promoted
from records program coordinatorto associate
university archivist and director of the records
program at the University of Kentucky in
Lexington. He and wife Elizabeth Morgan '93
have purchased a house in Lexington.
Cheryl Becker '92 Van Appledom of Holland,
Mich., teaches sixth grade special education at
Fruitport (Mich.) Middle School.
Susan Vanderbilt '92 of Mission Viejo, Calif.,
completed her master's at Loyola University in
Chicago, 111., in 1995 and worked for a year in the
Chicago Public Schools and the Los Angeles
Unified Schools, doing school social work. For the
past year and a half she has been doing in-home
counseling to improve the parenting strategiesof
abusive/ neglectfulparents.
Scott Vandervelde '92 of Hiawatha, Iowa, is pursuing a doctorate in accountingat the University
of

Iowa while teaching auditing. He has complet-

ed two years of a five-year program.

Leanne Bytwerk '92 Van Rees has been married
for five years, has two children (ages two and 10

months) and recently bought a house in North
Muskegon, Mich.
Philip Waalkes '92 of Augusta,Ga., is in a family
medicine residency. He notes that his e-mail
address is:

APWaalkes@aol.com

Robert Wertheimer '92 of Ypsilanti,Mich., was
the lighting designerfor the Detroit Red Wings
playoffs and Stanley Cup championship.
Marty Williams '92 of Arlington, Va., is a congressionalrelations specialist with the
Department of Justice.
Julie Shensky '92 Yonkus of Harper Woods,
Mich., is a physical therapist with the Oakwood

ED

Health Care Center-Schaefer in Dearborn,Mich.,
which she helped organize from ground zero. She
has received two "Bravo!" awards for sendee from
Oakland Hospital.
Kristen Koole '92 Zoetewey of Grand Rapids,
Mich., was promoted in April of 1997 to emergency assistance coordinatorat Booth Family
Services of the Salvation Army in Grand Rapids.
Julie Artinian '93 of Ann Arbor, Mich., is pursuing a master's in counseling/collegestudent
personnel at Eastern Michigan University. Her email address is:

LXKK85A@prodigy.com

Eric Fielding '93 after graduatingworked first as
a

residentialcounselor and then as a mental health

DevereuxFoundation's Mapleton
Center in Pennsylvania.Fie is now in Iris second
year in the Ph.D. program in clinical psychology
in the Graduate School of Psychology at Fuller
Theological Seminary.
Christina B. (Diessel) Nielsen '93 Hanson of
Houston,Texas, was recently promoted to regional marketingmanager of Maersk Inc., the world's
largestcontainerized shipping company.
Laura Swinehart '93 Lamoreaux of Grand Rapids,
tech, at the

Mich., is in her fifth year of teaching third grade at

Stoney Creek Elementary in the ComstockPark
Public School District.She will completeher master's in education at Michigan State University in
the spring.

Brandi McKinney '93 Laperriere is a member of
the Capitol Hill staff of Senator SpencerAbraham
(R- Michigan). She is responsiblefor welfare,
health,education, labor and family issues.
Mimi Black '93 Rassi is a child life assistant at
DeVos Children'sHospital at Butterworth in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sarah Rickert '93 has been working at Pioneer HiBred in Johnston,Iowa. She was working in
soybean pathology and is now working in com
transformation.

Deborah Stone '93 is a consultant geologist with
the international ventures group at Louisiana
Land and Exploration in New Orleans.
BradleyVanderVeen'93 of Fayetteville,N.C., is a
physician in family practice at the

Womack Army

Medical Center at Fort Bragg, N.C.. He and wife
Kelli have three children, Derek, Mariah and
Hailee.
Brian Walls '93 is a technicalrecraiterfor Aerotek

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kristin Sikkenga '93 Zadel has changed teaching

in

positions within the Howell (Mich.) Public
Schools. She was previously working with learning-disabled children in grades three, four and
five. Now, she is a teacher consultantat the
middle school, and also teaches eighth grade
special education.

Susan Allison '94 of Gaylord, Mich., teaches
second grade in Indian River, Mich.
Tamara Luehrs '94 Buikema of Grand Rapids,
Mich., is working in marketingfor Yamaha
Corporation.
Timothy Dawson '94 of Clawson, Mich., is a
foster care licensing specialist with Lutheran
Social Services of Michigan.
Nicole Lizzadro '94 Kelley and husband Ty
moved to Columbus, Ohio, in March of 1997. She
works in human resources for Brink's Armored
Car.
Kirsten Gibson '94

Oonk of Holland,Mich., is a
grade teacher at Eagle Crest Charter
Academy in Holland.
first

Amy Hoekstra '94 Pietrogallo of Deerfield,111., is
a sixth grade learningdisabilitiesteacher with
Avoca School District37 in Wilmette, HI. She and
husband Tim made the move so that he could
attend Trinity Evangelical Divinity School.

Derek Prentice'94 and Lynette Karboske '95
Prenticehave been living in Colorado Springs,
Colo., for two years. Derek recently completed a
contract as national account manager with USA
Imaging (a photo digitalimaging company), and
has been named director of marketing for
Gabrielle ProductionsInc. Lynette is the head
instructor of human relations and career entry
with Colorado TechnicalTrades Inst., and also
keeps busy with her dance classes/instructionon
the side.

Andrew Rassi '94 is an associate with Siebers
Mohney Associates in Grand Rapids, Mich.
StefanieSiverly '94 of Santa Barbara, Calif., is
pursuing a master'sin organizational management at Antioch University.
Matthew Smit '94 of Silver Spring, Md., graduated from the Secret Service Academy in Laurel,
Md., and is stationed in the Washington, D.C.,
area.

Katharine Gaiser Venema

'94

of Holland,Mich.,

writes, "Seven years, two kids and one

husband

later,Katharine graduated from Hope College,
magna cum laude, with a dance major, and minors
in business administration and German."
Shari Achterhof '95 is in her second year at
Princeton (N.J.) Theological Seminary,pursuing a

m

master of divinity.
Lisa Anderschat’95

Ismaria Medel '96 has joined the admissionsstaff
is

a

residence hall coordinator

at

Hope College.

at

Amy

all

special programs in the Fried InternationalCenter

Michigan Technological University. She invites
Hope grads to stop by and say "hi" when in
Houghton.
Bryan Dewey '95 of Kalamazoo, Mich., is a sales
representativewith the Bishop Distributing
Company of Grand Rapids, Mich.
David Evenhuis '95 and wife Meghan Perry '97
were married by Dr. Arthur O. Van Eck '48, who
had also married David's parents in 1960. They
are now living in Lancaster, Pa., and he is pursuing a doctorate in philosophyat Temple
University in Philadelphia, Pa. In the past year he
has presented papers in conferences at the
University of Nebraska and Seton Flail University,
and he is teaching an Introduction to Philosophy
class at Temple this fall. Most of his spare time is
spent learningtennis, eating Ben & Jerry's ice
cream, drivinghis new Mustang GT and being
with

the Fed.
'95 Kleinheksel of

Kentwood,

Mich., is an elementaryspecial educationteacher
with the Grand Rapids (Mich.) Public Schools.

Katina Konkol '95

is

pursuing an

MA

at Dallas

(Texas) Theological Seminary.

William Kowal Jr. '95 is a teacher at the Creekside
Middle School of the Zeeland Public Schools.
David Lawson '95 is pursuingan MBA at
Michigan State University.
Andrea "Andi" McCraine '95 of Plymouth,
Minn., is a preschoolteacher with Bright Start
Children's Center in St. Louis Park, Minn.
Wendy Murray '95 of Holland,Mich., is back at
school full-timeto become certified to teach music.
Matthew Rapp '95 is a private first class in the
82nd Airborne Division, stationed at Ft. Bragg,
N.C. He is an infantryparatrooper ("yep
jumping out of planes," he writes),and spent the
end of May and most of June of 1997 in Panama,
at the Jungle Warfare School.
Adam Schwartz '95 of Arlington, Va., is press sec-

—

retary/communicationsdirector for

U.S.

Congressman Ron Packard (R-Califomia).
Gregory Sharp '95 of St. Louis, Mo., is in his third
year at Washington University Medical School.
Pete Suminski'95 is an underwriterfor AutoOwners Insurance in Lansing, Mich.
Amy Volkers '95 Walls is the customer service

and human

is

office

manager and coordinator of

Hope College.
Heather Prough '96 works in Lafayette,Ind., as a
public assistance caseworkerwith the Tippecanoe
Division of Family and Children.
Anne Scheiber'96 is a first-year graduatestudent
at Princeton (N.J.) Theological Seminary.
Bob Sikkema '96 of Byron Center,Mich., is a
special educationteacher (sixthgrade) at Allegan
(Mich.) Middle School. He coached freshman
baseball last spring, and is coachingjunior varsity

at

footballthis fall in Allegan.
Shawn Steiner '96 is pursuinga master's in phys-

ical therapy at Shenandoah University in
Winchester, Va.
Phil Torrence '96 of Sandy, Utah, is in his second
year at the University of Utah College of Law.
Philip

Meghan.

Kristin Hawes '95 is a fundraiser for the
DemocraticParty in Lansing, Mich.
Chet Inglis '95 of Wyoming, Mich., is an assistant
account executive with Hanon McKendry, a
Grand Rapids, Mich.-basedadvertising agency.
He is responsiblefor daily client contactand
accounts management.
Dirk Joldersma '95 began working for the Federal
ReserveBank of New York in early August. Dirk
notes that volatility in the stock markets has
increased enormously since he began working at

Karen Thomas

Otis '96

Velderman'96 is a

student at the

Wayne

State University medical school in Detroit,Mich.

Marcus Wasilevich'96 is pursuing a doctorate in
plant ecology at Tulane University in New
Orleans, La.

Shannon Vanderspool '96 Watson
ESL (English as

a

is

Second Language) at

a teacher of
the

English

Language Study Center at Southern Utah
University in Cedar City, Utah.

Cindy Zirbel '96 is teaching in a multi-age classroom at CornerstoneElementarySchool in Kent,
Ohio.
Tara Ackerman '97 of Wyoming,Mich., is a nurse
at ButterworthHospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Heather Bair '97 is pursuing a master' s in veterinary science at the University of Kentucky.
William Conway II '97 is attending medical

Burbank, 111., a suburb of Chicago. She is also
coaching volleyball and basketball.
Jodi James '97 of Burlington, Vt., is attending the
University of Vermont as a master's degree candidate in bio- medicalengineering.
Donald Keller III '97 is pursuing a doctorate in
plant biology at the Universityof Maryland in
Baltimore County.
Ben Krombeen '97 of Southfield, Mich., is a business analyst with Andersen Consulting.
Larry Mann '97 is attendinggraduate school in
organic chemistry at

Wayne State University.

Laura McKee '97 has joined the admissionsstaff
at Hope College.
Robert Morford '97 is pursuing a doctoratein
chemistry at Penn State.
Kevin Nichols'97 is working with Ernst & Young
in

Chicago,

111.

Cindy Achterhof '97 Nykamp is

a

publications/staffsupportsecretary at Lakeshore

Vineyard Christian Fellowshipin Holland, Mich.
Meghan Perry '97 and husband David Evenhuis
'95 were married by Dr. Arthur O. Van Eck '48,
who had also married David's parentsin 1960.
They are now living in Lancaster, Pa., and she is a
specialeducationteacher in York, Pa., with 23 elementary school students who come- to her
classroom for learningsupport throughout the
day. She also enjoys horsebackriding,tennis with
her husband and shopping for fruit from local
Amish fanners.
Jennifer Petscher '97 is pursuing an M.D. at
Indiana University Medical School.
Craig Phillips '97 is attendingthe University of
Kansas Law School.
Jonathan Pott '97 of Holland,Mich., is a web site
designer with DigitalCommerce Ltd.

school at Wayne State University.
Jeffrey Crouch '97 is a student at Valparaiso (Ind.)

Jonathan Reeves '97 is pursuing a doctorate in
organic total synthesis at the University of

University Law School.

Pittsburgh.

Sean DeWulf '97 is working in third-party logistics for C.H. Robinson Co. in Fort Wayne, Ind.
Merie Turan '97 Fickel of Holland, Mich., is
employed by Donnelly Corporation.
Joseph Fritsch '97 of Normal, 111., is employed by
Parke-Davis.
Justin Grochoski '97 is a project leader,biodegration systems, with Andersen Consulting.
Rachel Hall '97 is teaching a seventh and eighth
grade learningand behavior disabled class in

Eve Ricketts '97 teaches mathematics at Grand
Rapids (Mich.) Christian High School.
Acacia Schut '97 of Athens,Ohio, is pursuing a
master's in internationalstudies at Ohio
University.

Aaron Smith '97 of Gresham, Ore., is a stock
broker with Phillips & Company Securities in
Portland, Ore.
Tyler Smith '97 of Southfield, Mich., is a management consultant with MetSource Consulting.

Man and Monument

resources administratorfor

Craftwood Industries Inc., a local furniture componentsmanufacturerin Zeeland, Mich.
JenniferWilhelm '95 of Muskegon,Mich., is a
youth counselor/advocatewith Every Woman's
Place/WebsterHouse.
Meg Abfall '96 is an assistant athletictrainer at
Slippery Rock University, and began her new
duties on July 5. She is responsible for the health
care of all the SRU's athletes who use the fieldhouse training room.
Melanie Mousseau '96 Andersonof Columbus,
Ohio, is with Americorps Vista.
Cammie Bangert '96 of Mt. Pleasant,Mich., is pursuing a school psychologist specialistdegree at
Central Michigan University.
Robin Ebright'96 has started a two-yearassignment through the Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) with the China Educational Exchange
program in Chengdu, China, where she is teaching English.

Aimee Dalman '96 Euvrard is teaching first grade
in Moreno Valley, Calif.
Chris Greiman '96 has joined the admissionsstaff
at Hope College.
Kathryn Guy '96 moved from Brussels, Belgium,
to Austin, Texas, in August of 1997 to begin a fiveyear Ph.D. program in school psychology at the

A great bargain

just in time for Christmas!

In conjunction with Holland’s sesquicentennial,

Hope has

published two books about Holland’s and Hope’s founder:
Albertus C. Van Raalte: Dutch Leader and American Patriot and
A

Dream

Fulfilled:

The Van Raalte Sculpture in Centennial Park.

Purchase them together from the Hope-Geneva Bookstore, and

University of Texas.

Angela Hartman '96 of Portage, Mich., is a receptionist for White Oaks Retirement.
Julie A. Jennings '96 of Allegan, Mich., is beginning her second year as a special education
teacher. Last year she began a district-wide
program for emotionally impaired children in the
AlleganPublic Schools. She can be reachedvia email at: jjenning@accn.org
Richard "Flash"Maples '96 of Homer, Mich., is
working with juvenile delinquents at Starr
Commonwealth Schoolsin Albion, Mich. His email address is: rlmaples@dmci.net
Stephen Marso '96 is attending the University of
Iowa College of Law.

receive both for

a

package price

of only $40, a savings of $9.95!

—

— or to purchase some for the history buff in your life
Hope-Geneva Bookstore in the DeWitt Center. Or: send a check

For your copies
visit the

for

$45 (the in-store package price, plus $5 for shipping and handling), to:
Hope-Geneva Bookstore; Hope College; P.O. Box 9000; Holland, Ml 49422-9000.
Phone orders may e placed by calling 1-800-946-4673.
(Each book

is

also available separately at full price: Albertus C. Van Raalte: Dutch

Leader and AmericanPatriot for $29.95, and A Dream Fulfilled: The Van Raalte
Sculpture in Centennial Park for $20. Shipping

is

$5.)
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Trevor Starnes '97 is in the Medical Scientist
Training Program (MSTP) at Indiana University.
Robert Taylor III '97

attending the University of

is

Detroit Mercy Dental School.
Beth Ann Thorrez '97

working as an RN, caring
pediatricand obstetricclients in Governor Juan

for

is

Luis Hospital on the U.S. Virgin Island of St. Croix.
Victoria

VanWagnen

'97 is pursuing a master's

degree in dance therapy/counseling
at Allegheny
University in Philadelphia, Pa.

Hans Weinburger
ball

'97 of

Holland, Mich.,

is

a

foot-

recruiterfor the University of Michigan.

member of the Capitol Hill
SenatorSpencer Abraham (R-Michigan).

Tyler White '97 is a
staff

of

He

a

is

specialassistantand mailroom manager.

Sarah Wilson '97
istry at

is

pursuinga doctorate

in

chem-

Penn State.

Lee Ritsema '87 and Jode Sutton, Feb. 10, 1996.
Janine Brancato '88 and Michael Evenchick,
Aug. 31, 1997.
Eric Coates '88 and Stephanie Lignell '89, June
7. 1997, Bellaire, Mich.
Hisatsugu Kitahara '88 and Ruriko
Kawashima, Oct. 15, 1994, Cambridge, Mass.
Dirk van Putten '88 and Karen Pang '91, Aug.
1997, Chicago,

23.

Ellen Whitaker '65 and O. David Conrad, Aug.
1997.

Don Calvin Damsteegt '68 and Marsha Barta,
Aug. 2, 1997, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Janet M. Jeltema '72 and Glen E. Magiera, Dec.
1996.

21.

Jessica Bachor '90 and Steven Siegel,May 25,
1997.
Erika Banky '90 and David Christopher Meola,
July 12, 1996, Lambertvdle,N.J.
Steve Hicks '90 and Shauna Pleasant, July 26,
1997, Natchitoches, La.

Michael Lillo

and Jacquelyn Hoek, April

5,

Andrea Schmitz '90 and Greg Mascio, Aug.

2,

'90

Martha Joy Sharp '90 and David Peter Bradley,
June 27, 1997, Cape May, N.J.
Kelly C. Fletcher '91 and WiUiam P. Flanagan
HI, May 25, 1997, Xenia, Ohio.
Julie D. Forhan '91 and StephenE. Gillich, June
1996,

22.

ChristopherR. Hamlin '91 and Trina Marie
Riggs, June 12, 1997.

June

Brookes, June

14,

1997, Palos Park,

111.

April

Diana Krahe '86 and Paul Steketee, April 26,
1997.

12.

Lori Canfield '87 and Joel Peiffer, Sept. 6, 1997.

28,

1997, Philadelphia, Pa.

Brian Haight '92 and Nicole Etheridge '94, July
1997, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Melissa L. Hargreaves '92 and Randall Allen
Thomas, Dec. 28„1996.
Karen Hood '92 and Keahi Anderson, March,
1996.

Graduation Honors
31.

Kevin McLeod '92 and Debbie Nord '94, May
1997, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jodi Schaap '92 and John Robertson,Aug. 3,

summer graduates and May graduates whose

1996.

informationwasn't complete prior

8.

This

list

to the

includes

completion of the August

Eric D. Fielding'93

Aug.

issue of news from Hope College.

Rachel N. Bierling, Ada, Mich.
Joshua Levy, Irons, Mich.
Victor A. Polites, Lake Zurich, 111.
Emily A. Schmidt, Holland, Mich.

Kremena T. Todorova, Stara Zagora, Bulgaria

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Katherine E. Camp, Holland, Mich.
Elizabeth M. Darr, Swansea,

111.

Leah M. Hesse, Buffalo Grove,

111.

JenniferS. Huisken, Jenison,Mich.
Laurie B. Keisling,Troy, Mich.
JenniferL. Mancini, Pittsford, N.Y.
Arin S. Neucks,Indianapolis,Ind.

Sarah

J.

Megan

Smith, Portage, Mich.

Thompson, Lansing, Mich.
Danielle M. Thorp, New London, Conn.
James N. VanNoord, Sparta,Mich.
Katharine M. Venema, Holland, Mich.
Trisha A. Voss, Okemos, Mich.
E.

CUM LAUDE
Thomas

R.

Akland, Niskayuna,N.Y.

Alina B. Boyadjieva, Sofia, Bulgaria
Joni D. Bria, Bessemer, Mich.
Nathanael F. Buckley, Westerville,Ohio

James R. Butz, Ottawa Lake, Mich.
Debra R. DeVries, Elgin, 111.
Jonathan P. Fly, San Antonio, Texas
Alicia

M. Fortino,Swartz Creek, Mich.

Jason C. Grimm, Plymouth, Mich.
Justin

G. Grochoski, Ada, Mich.

Jacob D. Hoeksema, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jocelyn A. Kwiatkowski,Plainfield, N.J.
Laura A. Lange, Belleville, Mich.
Michael T. McMahon, Fennville,Mich.

Mark

R.

Peterson, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Nicole M. Pryor, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Eve Ricketts, Grand Rapids, Mich.

KathrynRuiter, Holland, Mich.
Miska Lynne Rynsburger, Zeeland, Mich.
Anne C. Schairbaum, Charlevoix, Mich.
Kimberly A. Shull, Diamondale,Mich.
Lisa M. Timmer, Hudsonville, Mich.
ElisabethJ. Van Faasen, Holland, Mich.
Phung Yam, Holland, Mich.
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and Sarah MacDonald,

1993.

1996, Greenville, Mich.

Carolyn Manta '93 and David Kennedy, Oct.
19. 1996, Seattle, Wash.
Matthew Maire '93 and Stefany Wood, April 4,
1997, East Lansing, Mich.
Christina B. (Diessel)Nielsen '93 and Scott W.
Hanson, May 25, 1997, Glenview,111.
James B. Oonk Jr. '93 and Kirsten Anne Gibson
'94, June 21, 1997, HoUand, Mich.
Brian Walls '93 and Amy Volkers '95, May 31,
1997, HoUand, Mich.
Annette Brashler '94 and Peter Bourland, April
19. 1997, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Greg Clark '94 and Ann Samuelson '94, May
23. 1997, Dearborn,Mich.
Angelique Finch '94 and FrederickG. Biehl,

Madehne Margaret, April 1997.
Andrea Kathleen Peake '90 and
1,

Abraham '91, Adam

16.

4,

1997.

Brian Hipwell '78 and Chris HipweU, Sarah
OUvia,Jan.24, 1997.

Mike Disher '81 and Sharon

Disher, Gracen

Anthony Zorc '96 and Angelique McDougall
'98, Dec. 21, 1996, Elk Rapids, Mich.
Cindy Achterhof '97 and Chad Nykamp '97,

30,

1997.

May 24, 1997.
Miho Jansen '91 and Wayne Jansen, Manato
Thomas and Megumu David, June 12, 1997.
Tiffany Smith '91 Reed and Grant Reed, Robert
Alexander, Aug. 14, 1997.
Michelle Sterk '91 Schoon and Jon R. Schoon

Stephen B. Le Fevre '81 and Suzanne E. Le
Fevre, Sarah Yu Ling Le Fevre, bom July 30, 1996;
adopted July 1, 1997.
Carol Ryskamp '82 Anderson and Glenn
Anderson, Eric Warren, May 30, 1997.
Bruce A. Caltrider '82 and Suzanne Marceny
'82 Caltrider, Kaitlyn Elyse and Chloe Suzanne,

Zachary Jon, July 14, 1997.
Shelii Bumford '91 Segura and Francisco
Segura, Jordan Javier, March 18, 1997.
David Zomer '91 and Joy Brumels ’91 Zomer,

Oct.

1997.

9,

1996.

Stephen Cameron '82 and Suzanne Cameron,
Elizabeth Anne, Nov. 18, 1996.
Carol Janke '82 Corriganand Kevin Corrigan,

'92,

Katarina Janna, July 3, 1997.

Pamela Crum '92 Bonsib and Gregory Bonsib,
Nicholas Richard and Nathan Thomas, Jan. 30,

Joseph Cipolla '92 and Deborah Cipolla,
Danielle Donella, April

13,

1996.

Karen Bourn '82 Couk and Sherman Couk,
Kevin Michael, Sept. 11, 1996.
Peter Flinker '82 and Stephanie Klahr '82

Aimee Van Oort '92 Dekker and Jim Dekker,
Bradley Robert, Aug. 16, 1997.
Patricia Duell '92 Hansen and Jeff Hansen,
Ryan Patrick, June 27, 1997.
Laurie Camiller '92 Poll and Steve Poll, Noah

Flinker,Alexa Schuyler, July

Steven, Feb. 7, 1997.

Jack, May

1997.

10,

18,

1997.

Paul Fowler '82 and Cheryl Fowler, Luke
Jamee, March 30, 1996.
Bryan Lindquist '82 and Kimberly Lindquist,
Derek Bryan, June 3, 1997.
David Moored '82 and Karen Moored, Shelby
Joy,

Sept. 3, 1995.

Deborah Webster '82 Wood and Ron Wood,
Matthew Charles, April 2, 1997.
Merlin Buhl '83 and Theresa Vanlstendal'87
Buhl, ChristopherLee, July 8, 1997.
Lynne DeMoor '83 and Bill Wilson, Brianna

DeMoor Wilson, May

30,

Rebecca Bache '92 Schafer and Mark Schafer,
Brendan WilliamSaxon Schafer,Sept. 4, 1997.
Deb Vashaw '92 Sleeman and Matt Sleeman,
Courtney Lynn, Nov. 14, 1996.
Leanne Bytwerk '92 Van Rees and Steve Van
Rees, Madeline,Dec. 17, 1996.
Leanne Kooiman '93 Feldpauschand Matthew
Feldpausch, Michael Scott, July 8, 1997.

Laura Swinehart '93 Lamoreaux and Kerry
Lamoreaux, Benjamin John, April 22, 1997.

1996.

Linda Ott '83 Hunt and Douglas Hunt, Natalie
Grace, May 7, 1997.

Advanced Degrees

Nancy Walchenbach '84 Curry and Jon Curry,
Madeline Ruth and Hilary Elizabeth, June 12,
1997.

Brian Gibbs '84 and Barbara Gibbs, Anna

Patricia Priscoe '69, M.Ed., thesis "Searching
for Creativity," National-Louis
University, June,
1997.

Helena, Sept. 19, 1996.

Paul Fowler

Mary. Gaffney '84 Reohr and Dick Reohr,
Katelyn Danielle, Nov. 16, 1996.
Kathy VanGiessen'85 Scholten and Mark
Scholten, Matthew James, Feb. 11, 1997.
Stephen Cramer '86 and Karin Gardlund '87
Cramer, Megan Lynn, July 31, 1997.
Jeff Disher '86 and Kathy Mandeville '90
Disher, Ellen Elizabeth,Nov. 26, 1996.
Betsy Peterson '86 Flikkema and Daniel
Flikkema, Isabel Rose, March 15, 1997.
Debra Kort '86 Matson and Steven Matson,
Jarrett

Richard, Dec.

1996.

26,

Christian, Feb.

Louis, Mo.

June

Blackburn, Joshua,

Madeleine, July 2, 1997.

1997, Indianapolis, Ind.

1996.

Tamara Luehrs '94 and Rob Buikema, Feb. 23,
1997, Caracas, Venezuela.
Susan M. Ramsey '94 and Keith A. Williams,
Aug. 30, 1997, Holland, Mich.
Ann Samuelson'94 and Gregory Clark '94,
May 23, 1997, Dearborn,Mich.
Stephen L. De WaU '95 and Wendy L. Mierop,
June 21, 1997, North Haledon,N.J.
TheresaL. Hamilton '95 and Nick Wilson, July
12. 1997, Adrian, Mich.
Kristin Hawes '95 and Pete Suminski '95, Sept.
27. 1997, Jackson, Mich.
Laura Baker '96 and Bryan Showers '96, July,
1997, Grand Haven, Mich.
Annette Daniels '96 and Ryan Harvey '96, July
19. 1997, Holland, Mich.
Eric P. Davis '96 and Nicole M. Lambrides '96,
Aug. 31, 1997, Saugatuck,Mich.
Mark Dunn '96 and Chanda Ryan, June 14,
1997, East Lansing, Mich.
Vicki Folia '96 and Bill McGovern '96, Aug. 2,
1997, Holland, Mich.
Karen Oosterhouse '96 and Todd Soderquist
'96, June 28, 1997, Holland, Mich.
Brad Prince '96 and Jennifer Barkel, May 24,
1997, Holland, Mich.
Kolin Redman '96 and Cynthia J. Holland ’97,
Aug. 15, 1997, Holland, Mich.
Amber Toth '96 and Jeff Bretz, Sept. 6, 1997,
Grand Haven, Mich.
Molly West '96 and Eric Moore, Aug. 9, 1997,
St.

Mike Cooper '74 and Therese Cooper, Rebecca
Grace, April

Steve Johnson '94 and Tina Panayides'94, Aug.

24,

Julius,

Peter Alter,

Peter Blackburn '91 and Susan Gasper '92

Laura Sanders '86 Myers and Craig Myers,
Olivia Constance, Aug. 25, 1997.
Todd Wehrmeyer '86 and Jan Looman '94
Wehrmeyer, John David, Aug. 16, 1997.
Steven Cooper '87 and Heather Cooper, Zoe

July

Lori A. Scoby, Zeeland, Mich.
Ashley E. Singer,Sheridan, Ind.

14,

Michelle Hurst '93 and Patrick Tolliver,Aug.
10.

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Sarah Blackburn'93 and Matthew Yakes, Feb.
1997, Holland, Mich.

1997.

2,

David King '90 and Julie McCoy '92 King,

Births

Owen, Aug. 23, 1997, Durango, Colo.
Dale Wolfe '82 and Dana Martin, Sept. 7, 1997.
David Baar '83 and BeverlyMeekma-Decker,

Julie Ann Reinhardt '82 and Robert Randall

Ethan MichaelPeake, Aug. 5, 1997.
Kurt Van Appledom '90 and Cheryl Becker '92
Van Appeldom, Ryan Arend, July 14, 1997.
Karen Kooyman '91 Abraham and Randall

III.

Michelle Weerstra '91 and Michael Jaeger,
26, 1997, East Lansing, Mich.
Sara Cripps '92 and Bruce Kunzi '93, July 18,
1997, Hudsonville, Mich.
Kristina L. Gingras '92 and Francis de Sales

21,

1997.

L. Israel'89 and Jeffrey D. Davies, Sept.
1996, Poland, Ohio.

1997, Anaheim, Calif.

8,

George, Peyton Mackenzie,July

Amy

Anna Zawadzka'97 of Chicago, 111., has an internship with the Quaker Oats Company.

Marriages

Aug. 15, 1997, HoUand, Mich.
Anne Colenbrander'97 and Scott Huizinga '97,
Aug. 2, 1997, HoUand, Mich.
Leah McAlpine '97 and Hans Weinburger '97,

Kim

1997.

22,

Fischer '87 DenBesten

and

Tim

DenBesten,Katelyn Louise, June 2, 1997.
Kathryn Chandler '87 DeWitt and James
DeWitt '88, Steven J., June 5, 1997.
Michael Dickinson'87 and Sarah Eberhard '87
Dickinson, Jeannette Jaquette,May

Mark

1997.

Fikse '87 and Sally Rutgers '87 Fikse,

Kristen Joy,
Jeff

18,

Megan Jane, Jacob

Evan, Sept. 2, 1996.

Harden '87 and Karen Reilly '87 Harden,

Nicole Marie, June

30,

1997.

Sandy Judson '87 Kemink and Mark Kemink,
Sarah Grace, July

1997.

2,

Lynn, July

24,

1997.

LeslieFoy '87
Michael, April

7,

Thomas and Rob Thomas, Ethan
1997.

Kimberly Fenske '88 Hofstra and Mark
Hofstra, Alisha, July 24, 1994; Pieter, July

22,

1996.

Todd Kuiper '88 and Michele Teusink
Kuiper, Austin John, July

'89

1997.

25,

20,

1997.

David Conley '89 and KristinaPnmuk
Conley, Eric Allen, Aug.
Jeff Greig '89
Jeffrey,

June

4,

20,

'89

1997.

and Cheryl Greig, Alexander

1996.

Bart Pierce '89 and Mamie Joy Taylor '90
Pierce,Joseph Tyler, March 24, 1997.
Dianne Brown '89 Vitali and Ron Vitali,
Giancarlo, June 18, 1997.
Susan Blume ’90 Deady and Jeff Deady, Colin
Jeffrey,

July

18,

Western

New

England

'82 Guidry, master's, learning disCollege, 1997.

Cathy Harter

'82,

master's, Russell Sage, 1995.

Penny Meints '82, M.Div., Methodist
Theological School in Ohio, 1997.

Ramin Ahmadi '86, MPH, Yale School of
Epidemiologyand Public Health, 1997.
LynetteZahm '86 King, M.A., anthropology,
Western Michigan University, 1997.
Rhonda Postema '86 Klomparens, master's in
early childhood education.Western Michigan
University.
of

Andrew Thorpe
Michigan,1997.

'86,

MBA,

finance. University

Julie Adams '87 Bennett, master's in elementary education.Grand Valley State University,
1996.

Marcia Sayer '87 Davis, M.A. in English,
emphasis on professionalwriting. Western
Michigan University,Kalamazoo, Mich., June,
1997.

Kay VandenBosch '87 Kossen, J.D., Thomas M.
Cooley Law School, September,1996.
Beth Hall '87 Palacios, MBA, Universityof
Central Florida,May, 1996.
Lori Canfield'87 Peiffer,Ph.D., clinicalpsychology, University of Missouri-Columbia,
Aug.
1,

1997.
'87,

Ph.D., theology, St.

Andrews

University, Scotland, June, 1997.

Theresa VandenBerg'87 Post, master's, elementary education. Western Michigan University,
August, 1996.
ChristopherHabben '88, M.S., marriage and
family therapy. Fuller Theological Seminary,

December, 1995; M.A., theology, Fuller
Theological Seminary, June, 1996.

Heather Noll '88 Mulder and Paul Mulder,
Kristen Marie, June

Mary Vos

abilities, Calvin

James Poit

Gerald Kuiper '87 and Beth Kuiper, Kelsey

'82, J.D.,

College, 1996.

1997.

Diana Slama '90 Fox and Tom Fox, Anna
Elizabeth,Nov. 14, 1996.
Justin George '90 and Stacey Broersma '92

Hisatsugu Kitahara '88, Ph.D., linguistics,
Harvard University, 1994.
Laurie McGeehan '89 Custer, master's in educational technology.Grand Valley State
University.

Amy Israel '89 Davies, master's degree in
childhood education, Youngstown

early
State

University.

Dianne Brown

'89 Vitali,

master's in education

with emphasis in mathematics. Grand Valley State
University, spring, 1997.
Rajean Wuerfel '90 Wolters, master's. Western
Michigan University, summer, 1997.
Julie Forhan '91 Gillich, master'sdegree in

learning disabilities.

Grand

Valley

State

University, December, 1995.

Formerly a resident of Holland, Mich., she had
taught in the Holland Public Schools for more
than 25 years and was a former member of the

Jonathan O'Brien ’91, Ph.D., physical chemistry, MIT, 1997.
Susan Teerman '91 Vander Jagt, The
Veterinary College at Michigan State University,
August, 1997.
Han Chen '92, MBA, Wharton School at the
University of Pennsylvania, May, 1997.
Kate Christian '92, master of arts, developmental psychology,Loyola University Chicago,May,

Associationof UniversityWomen, the Century
Club and Holland Country Club.
She served as an officer in the U.S. Navy
during World War II.
Survivors include her husband, Fred S. Bertsch
Jr. '41 of Florida; their children. Colonel Susan

1996.

Christophof Kentucky,Martha Nieboer of

Charlene Fisher '92, J.D., IndianaUniversityBloomington,May, 1997.
Mark Fromhold '92, master of science in inorganic chemistry, Indiana University, 1995; Ph.D.
in

organic chemistry, Indiana University, 1997.

Michelle Imhoff '92 Mitchell,master's in
student affairs administration (collegeand education), Michigan State University, 1997.
Jill Flanagan '92 Norvilitis,Ph.D., clinical psychology,

Wayne State University, April, 1997.

Shawn

'92,

Phillips
Ph.D.,
inorganic/organometallic
chemistry.University
of

California,Irvine,1997.
Laurie Camiller '92 Poll, master's in education-

Macatawa Bay Yacht Club, the American

Holland,Dr. Mary Jo Bertsch '78 of Illinois and
Captain Fred S. Bertsch III '74, USN, of Virginia;
and seven grandchildren.
Albertus Bossenbroek'32 of Hastings on
Hudson, N.Y., died on Monday, Aug. 25, 1997. He
was 86.
He served as field secretary and later as executive secretary for the Synod of New York from
1964 to 1979, and as the director of field education
for New Brunswick Theological Seminary from
1979 to 1981. He was president of the General
Synod of the ReformedChurch in America in

al leadership,Western Michigan University,
summer, 1997.
Amy Sample '92, master's, physician assistant.
University of Detroit Mercy, 1995.
Lisa DeBoer '92 Schreur, master"s, early childhood education. Grand Valley State University,
1997.

Carol Krafve '93, master of arts in curriculum
and teaching, Michigan State University,East
Lansing, Mich., July, 1997.
Deborah Stone '93, master of science in
geology, the University of

New

Orleans, August,

1997.
Kristin Sikkenga '93 Zadel, master's in educational psychology, MichiganState University,
summer, 1997.
Susan Allison '94, M.A., curriculumand teaching, Michigan State University, July, 1997.
Andrew Rassi '94, J.D., VanderbiltUniversity
School of Law, May, 1996.
Dirk Joldersma '95, master's in public policy.
Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of
Government, spring, 1997.
Karen Thomas '95 Kleinheksel, master's,
special education,Purdue University,August,
1997.

MaryLee Pikey '95, master of

arts in clinical

psychology,Wheaton College, Wheaton, 111.

Deaths
Lorraine Timmer '42 Bertsch of Stuart, Fla.,
23, 1997. She was 75.

died on Saturday, Aug.

1

977-78.

He and

his wife Hilda Lanting

'34

Bossenbroek,who survives him, served congregations in Guilderland Center, Chatham and
Hastings-on-Hudson,N.Y.
In

addition to his wife, survivors include three

daughters: Nina Kay Bossenbroek '65 Menning,
Margaret Bossenbroek '72 Taylor and Donna
Bossenbroek'75 Cosenza.
William A. DeMeester'49 of Springettsbury
Township, York, Pa., died on Sunday, Sept. 28,
1997. He was 68.
He was bom on June 6, 1929, in Paterson, N.J.,
a son of the late John and Bella (Nederfield)
DeMeester. He graduated from the University of
Vermont in 1951, and receivedhis doctorate in
organic chemistryfrom the University of Illinois
in

1960. In 1969, he served as assistantto the president

for planning and development at

Hope. During

1971-72, he coordinatedthe college's Build Hope

program.
He served as dean of academic affairs at York
College of Pennsylvaniafrom 1972 until his retirement in 1993. Since then, he had served part-time
as executivedirector in the office of the York
College president, George Waldner.
He was a member of First Presbyterian Church,
where he served as an elder and deacon. He was
also a member of the Rotary Club of York, and
was an active member, and former board member,
of United Way.
Survivorsincludehis wife, Marion (Pikaard)
DeMeester, with whom he observed a 43rd
wedding anniversary on July 17, 1997; three

daughters,Deborah DeMeester of Minneapolis,
Minn., Judith Nichols of Wellsboro, and Elizabeth
DeMeester of Oden ton, Md.; four grandsons;and
a sister, Ruth DeBlock of Austin, Texas.
John C. Gilmore '60 of Pensacola, Fla., died on
Thursday,Sept. 18, 1997. He was 60.
He was originallyfrom Oak Park, 111., and had
lived in Pensacolafor about five years. He was a
founding member of the Friends of Big Lagoon
Perdido Key, a volunteer support group for the
Big Lagoon State Park.
Survivors include his children, Kirsten G.
Piacentini of Portland, Maine, Margaret (Peggy)
Gilmore of Chicago,111., and John O. Gilmore of
Boulder, Colo.; a brother,WilliamY. Gilmore III of
Indio, Calif.; and two grandchildren, Madison and
Nicholas Piacentini of Portland.

Marie Kleis '32 Harms of Newville,
on Sunday, Oct.

5,

Pa.,

died

1997, after a lengthy illness. She

was 87.
She was born in Holland,Mich., to Albert P.
and Bertha Blum Kleis, and graduated from
Holland High School in 1928. She was president
of the Sorosis Sorority at Hope.
She married Dr. Herman Paul Harms in 1933.
For several years, she was organist at First
Reformed Church. She also volunteered at
Holland Community Hospital for 20 years.
In 1972, the Harmses retired to Crystal River,
Fla., where they were members of the First
Presbyterian Church, the Seven Rivers Golf and
Country Club, and the Crystal River Rod and Gun
Club. They moved to Pennyslvaniain 1994.
Survivors include her husband; two sons,
William A. Harms of Mechanicsburg,Pa., and H.
Paul Harms of Chicago, 111.; and two granddaughters.
Marjorie Scholten '35 Klaasen of Holland,
Mich., died on Monday, July 21, 1997. She was 83.

She was bom in Spring Lake, Mich., and graduated from Grand Haven (Mich.) High School.
She had taught fourth grade in Spring Lake
prior to her marriage.She was a member of First
Presbyterian Church, the Woman's Literary Club
and the Frances Browning Hospital Guild.
Her husband, Harold, preceded her in death in

with cancer. He was 61.
Bom and raised in Holland, he graduatedfrom

Holland High School in 1954. He attendedHope
and Wayne State University, graduatingwith a
degree in mortuary science.
After graduation,he joined his father and
brother at Dykstra FuneralHomes Inc. In 1966,
the Kleinhekselfamily purchased the business.
He served as corporate vice president and
manager of the Northwood Chapel, Dykstra

Homes.
He was a member

Funeral

of Beechwood Reformed
Church, where he served as deacon and treasurer.
He was also a member of the American Legion
Band and an associate member of the Fraternal
Order of Police.
In May of 1997, he was presented a certificate
by the Michigan Funeral Directors Association
honoring him as a 40-year licensee in the state of
Michigan.
Survivors include his wife, Ellie; children,
Kathy and Dave Hall of Kalamazoo, Mich., and
Kris and Ed Clark of Naples, Fla.; six grandchildren; his father, Julius Kleinhekselof Holland;
brothers, Victor and Dorothy Kleinheksel, and
Randy and Sheryl Kleinheksel, all of Holland;
brothers- and sisters-in-law, Len and Sena
Geerling, and Harold and Jeanne Geerling, all of
Holland, Helen and Dick Kelly of Wyoming,
Mich., and Ruth and Pat Kelly of Columbus, Neb.;
and aunts, nieces,nephews and cousins.

Ruth Melpolder '30 Kleis of Holland,Mich.,
5, 1997. She was 89.
Born in Yonkers, N.Y., she moved to the
Holland area in 1924. She was chosen Miss
Holland in 1927.
She later married Leon (Lee) Kleis '28, who
preceded her in death on Sept. 6, 1996. Together
they owned and operatedHolland Country Club.
She was an active volunteerin the Holland area
and a PTA officer.
In addition to her husband, she was preceded
in death by a daughter, Louise Balkema, in 1995,
and a grandson,Charles Balkema Jr., in 1980.

died on Tuesday, Aug.

Survivors include her daughter. Barb Kleis and
John Arnold of Holland and Seattle, Wash.; a sonin-

law, Charles Balkema of Grand Rapids, Mich.;

nine grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren; two
brother; and nieces and nephews.

1985.
Survivors include her children,Robert and Gail

sisters; a

Klaasen of Holland, and Mary and Buel

Lenore Nykamp '31 banning of East Grand
Rapids, Mich., and formerly of Zeeland, Mich.,
died on Saturday, July 19, 1997. She was 91.
Survivors include a son, Nicholas E. and
Sharon Lanning of Ada, Mich.; two daughters,
Mary C. and Charles Polonowski, of Rockford,
Mich., and Elizabeth H. and Charles Vladika of
Nunica, Mich.; a daughter-in- law, Louise Lanning
of Holland,Mich.; 12 grandchildren; three great-

Vanderbeek of Hudsonville, Mich.; five grandchildren; a brother, Harvey and Gail Scholten of
Holland;sisters-in-law,Celia and Ward Hamlin,
and Ruth Wassenaar, all of Holland; and nieces
and nephews.
Carrow

L.

Kleinheksel'58 of Holland,Mich.,

died on Tuesday,Sept. 30, 1997, following a battle

Campus Notes
(Continued from page

15.)

Approximately60 new faculty were
chosen as Project NExT Fellows this year.
They will participatein national workshops
and meetings, and will form a network with
experienced mathematicians who share
their interestin undergraduate mathematics education.

James Herrick of the communication
facultyhas had his book The RadicalRhetoric
of the English Deists: The Discourseof
Skepticism, 1680-1750 published by the
University of South Carolina Press.
The book examines the Deists'approach
to challenging the Church of England's doctrine that biblical accounts of miracles were
literally true. The controversy rocked
England, according to Dr. Herrick, and also
had an impact on Continental Europe and
Colonial America, because such accounts,
including that of Christ'sresurrection,were
centralto the faith.
Dr. Herrick holds that Deism — a philosophy embraced by many of the Founding
Fathers— generally owes its lasting significance to the rhetoricalskill and persistence
of the early Deists who challenged the
church's teaching, despite the potential of

imprisonment.
Lester C. Olson of the Universityof

Pittsburghcalls Dr. Herrick's book "An
important contribution to scholarship on
rhetoric and reUgion because it examines
the role of reason and evidence in issues
dividing the Deists and Anglicans in
matters of Christian spirituality.It sheds
light on the role that style and evidence
especially ridicule and testimony — played

—

in the controversy."

Thomas Ludwig and David Myers of the
psychologyfacultyare among the psychology educators and scholars instrumental in
developing"The Psychology Place," a new
subscriptionWeb service launched by
Peregrine Publishers in September.
The site is designed as an on-line educational resource, and the third developed by
Peregrine, which also offers "The Biology
Place" and "The Chemistry Place." The site
is located at www.psychplace.com, and is
free to all visitors through Sunday, Nov. 30.
During its first seven days of availability,
the site handled nearly 25,000 page views
from approximately1,200 unique users.
"The Psychology Place" aims to provide
resources to teachers and learning activities
for students of introductorypsychology
worldwide. The Web site emphasizes
inquiry-based learning,and is composed of

original content, includingresearch news
updates, comprehensive teaching strategies, and investigative and collaborative
learning activities that allow students
around the world to compare their findings
not only to each others'results, but often to

American is part-owner and
partner in "The Psychology Place," and Dr.
Ludwig is responsible for "The Scientific
American Connection," a section within the
Scientific

Myers is

faculty coordinator for

'The Psychology Place."

Tim Pennings of the

mathematics

faculty has been honored for blendingreli-

gion and science in a course he has
designed at Hope,

Christian perspectives.

Deborah Weiss '75 Sturtevant, associate
professor of sociology and social work, has

been

the originalresearch.

site. Dr.

engage Hope seniors in articulatingtheir
own philosophyfor living in light of

titled "Infinityand the

Absolute."

The John Templeton Foundation has
named Dr. Pennings a winner in its 1997
"Science
Religion Course

and

Competition."The foundation presents the
$10,000 awards annually for college and
seminary courses that effectivelycombine
strong scholarship with dialoguebetween
the two fields.
Dr. Pennings's course is part of the college's "Senior Seminar" program. Senior

Seminars are capstone courses which

elected

as a Region 2

Board
National
Association of Social Workers-Michigan
Chapter (NASW-MI).
Her term began on July 1, 1997, and will
Representative by

members of

the

end on June 30, 1999.
Professor Sturtevant has been a member
of NASW for 13 years. Her previous sendee
to the association includes hosting annual
meetings at Hope for local members and
focusing on particularpolicy issues, such as
assistedsuicide and welfare reform.
NASW-Michigan has nearly 8,500

members statewide, and

is one of 55 chapcomprisingthe National Association of
Social Workers. The NASW is the nation's
largest social work association, and has
150,000 members nationwide.
The Michigan members are divided into

ters

four geographical regions within the state.
Region 2 is comprised of 17 counties in
western Michigan, including Allegan, Barry,

Berrien, Kalamazoo, Kent, Muskegon,
Ottawa and Van Buren counties,

grandchildren; two sisters-in-law,
Dorothy
Lanning of Zeeland and Irva Nykamp of Zeeland;
a brother-in-law, John Spoor of Holland; and
many nieces and nephews.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
Nicholas Lanning, and by a son, Richard L.
Lanning.
Chester J. Oosting '32 of Grandville, Mich.,
died on Friday, Aug. 23, 1997. He was 86.
Survivorsinclude his wife, Lillian;children,
Paul and Sandy Oosting,Esther Bonney, Daniel
and Colleen Oosting, and Edwin Oosting; his
sister, Annetta (Arthur) Alderink; sisters-in-law,
Mabel Hoezee, Doris (Mike) Zuidema, Besse
VanHouten and Jeannette(Roger) Ericson; 14
grandchildren;nine great-grandchildren;
and
several nieces,nephews and cousins.
Carl C. Postma '30 of Sanbom, Iowa, died

on

Saturday, Sept. 6, 1997. He was 92.

He was bom
the

in

Chicago, 111., on July

4,

his brother, James.

He married Jennie Runia on Feb. 2, 1951, at
Sanbom. They spent their married lifetime
farming in the Sanbom area.
He was a member of the First Reformed
Church of Sanbom, where he taught Sunday
school for 40 years (the class is stillreferred to as
"Carl's Class").
in the church.

He had

also served as an elder

His middle name, Christian, coincidedwith his
descent through his mother's side from Christian
Huygens, the 17th century Dutch scientistand
inventor.
At the age of seven, he moved with his family
to Ireton, Iowa, where he attended Ireton
Christian Grade School. He also attended
Western Academy, which is now Western
Christian High School.
He worked on various farms in northwest
Iowa and also worked in Chicago. He served his
countryin the armed services from 1942 to 1945,
includingtwo-and-a-halfyears in the Aleutian
Islands and as an interpreter for German prisoners of war in North Carolina for seven months.
He moved to Sanbom in 1946 and farmed with

elder at

while participatingin a 40-kilometer bicycling and

Holland, and was a

running fund-raiser. He was 36.
He was bom in Charleston, W.Va., and was a
graduateof East Kentwood(Mich.) High School,
Hope (where he had played footballand basebaO),
Western Michigan University and Grand Valley

Church

State University.

He was a 50-yearmember

of the

American

He

years, most recently as director of national sales

Survivorsinclude his wife, Jennie, of
Sanbom; his daughter and son-in-law,Loretta

and marketingin the company's wood division.
Survivorsincludehis Cheri; children, Jenna,
Connor and Jarred; parents, Robert and Marilyn
Shipman of Kentwood, Mich.; brother,Andy
(Linda) Shipman of Hong Kong; grandmother,
Mary O'Dell of Kentwood; mother-in-law,
Sharron Myler of Ada, Mich.; father-in-law,
Leonard (Carol) Greskowiak of White Cloud,
Mich.; brothers-in-law, Mitch (Deb) Greskowiak
and Gary (Ronda) Greskowiak of Grand Rapids,
Mich., and Del (Pam) Greskowiakof Cedar
Springs, Mich.; a sister-in-law.
Sue (Jon) Teune of
Kentwood; and several nieces and nephews.

(John) Boender of Ashton; four grandchildren,
Kristin,

Mark, Lisa and

Joel;

two brothers,

Andrew (Margaret) of Pomona, Calif., and James
(Jessie) of Sanbom; one sister-in-law, Leona
Postma of Orange City, Iowa; and

nieces

and

nephews.
He was preceded in death by his parents and
one brother, Calvin.

Rodney Alan Schipper '71

Arizona died in
a one-caraccident while working on Saturday,
Sept. 13, 1997. He was 47.
He was a 1967 graduate of Holland (Mich.)
High School, and of Arizona State University as
well as Hope.
He had been employed for 20 years for the
Departmentof the Interior, Bureau of Land
Management,as a resource specialist.He was a
former member of Calvary Reformed Church.
Survivors include his parents, Earl and
Clarabelle Schipper of Holland; a brother and
sisters, David and Barbara Schipper of West
Olive, Mich., Pamela and Kevin Rogers of
Casselberry, Fla., and Kristiand Tim Gertchel of
Traverse City, Mich.; and aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews and cousins.
of

Ann Arbor
and a member of
in

Church
Reformed Church of
member of First Presbyterian
(Mich.) Presbyterian
First

New Albany,Ind.

Survivors include her brothers and sisters, CJ.
Tysse, James and Arloa Tysse, all of Holland,

Kenneth Tysse of Saugatuck, Mich., Cornelia
Hartough of Hilton Head, S.C., and Lois Strom of
Holland; and nieces and nephews.

had been employedat Steelcase for 13

Legion.

1905,

son of John and Necolette (Huygens) Postma.

Jeff (Robert) Shipman '83 of Caledonia, Mich.,
died on Sunday, Sept. 14, 1997, after collapsing

Agnes N. Tysse '28 of Clarksville,Ind., died on
Tuesday,July 22, 1997. She was 93.
She was the daughter of the Rev. Gerrit and
Eva Tysse. After Hope, she had furthered her
education at the University of Michigan.
She had been employed by Holland Public
Library, taught school in Cedar Springs and had
served as an assistantlibrarianat Hope. She had
also been employedby the State Universityof
New Mexico, and the Universityof Michigan
graduate library,where she was president of the
NationalLibrary Association until her retirement
in 1969.

She was

a

publishedauthor.She had been an

Stephen Wiersema (Prep
Mich., died on Friday,July

18,

'26) of Holland,
1997. He was 90.

He moved to Holland from Fulton, 111., as a
teenager. He owned and operated Holland
Welding Service from 1944 until his retirement in
1972.

He was a veteran of World War II, and was a
member of the DADS of Veterans VFW Post 2144.
He was the first elected governor of Holland
Moose Lodge, and was a life member and past
exalted ruler of Holland Elks Lodge 1315.

He was preceded in death by

his first wife,

Jeanette,in 1955, and a grandson,Rick Vereeke, in
1994.

Survivors include his wife. Rose; children,
Maxine Mesbergen of West Olive, Mich., Leona
and Les Vereeke of Holland,Ronald and Laura
Wiersema of Bella Vista, Ark., Joyce and Robert
Adams of Vancouver, Wash., Mary and Ray
Klomparens of Holland, Myra and Joseph Geraci
of Windsor,N.Y., Norman and Marlene Wiersema
of Holland, Stephanie and Gregg Harter of
Holland,and Sue Wiersema of Douglas, Mich.;
step- children, Betty and Calvin Miller of West
Olive, and Maurice and Cindy Gurd of Kentwood,
Mich.; several grandchildren and great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren;
brothers,
Walter and Ruth Wiersema, and Nate and Jane
Wiersema of Holland; a sister, Elma Bronkhorstof
Holland; brothers- and sisters-in-law.Jack and
Lois Sanbom of Wyoming, Mich., and Herbert
and Ester Sanbom of Grand Rapids, Mich.; and
nieces and nephews.

Sympathy To
The family of Aron Assink, who died on
Sunday, Sept. 14, 1997, at age 21.
He was the son of Dale Assink '78 of Long
Beach, Calif.

The family of Agnes Dogger of Holland, Mich.,
who died on Tuesday,Aug. 26, 1997, at age 92.
She had been a member of the staff of the college's library,then housed in Van Zoeren Hall,
from 1964 until the late 1960s.
She was preceded in death by her parents,
three brothers and two sisters.

YOU
TO

ARE
UP

Survivors include sisters, Mrs. Rhine (Cornelia)

Vander Meulen, Mrs. John (Jessie) Schrotenboer,
the Rev. Arnold and Geneva Dykhuizen,and Mrs.
Joe (Marie) Yanover,all of Holland;and several
nieces and nephews.
The family of Alex Hoffman, who died on
Wednesday, Aug. 13, 1997, following a drowning
incident at day care. He was 21 months old.
Survivorsincludehis parents, Tim Hoffman
'86 and Jennifer Schakel '89 Hoffman of Holland,
Mich.; a brother,Jonathan, at home; grandparents.
Dr. Peter Schakel of the Hope English facultyand
Karen Schakel of Holland, Mary Hoffman of
Greenville,S.C., and WilliamHoffman of Marion,
N.Y.; great-grandmothers Grace Snuttjer of
Orange City, Iowa, and Clara Schakel of Brainerd,
Minn.; and aunts, uncles and cousins.

THE
CHALLENGE?
Kermit Campbell
Chair, Hope College
Board of Trustees
J.

The number

of

alumni

who

participate in the

reputation of Hope College. Our goal

donors by
In

1

is

Annual Fund

to increase the

important to the

number

of

alumni

,000 this year. The Board of Trustees has issued this challenge:

addition to the $200,000 goal which the Board set for

will

is

itself,

Board members

contribute $20 for each new alumni donor who gives by June 30,

When approached
the challenge

998.

during this 1997-98 academic year, please consider rising to

and increase the impact

NFHC October 1997

1

of

your

gift!

The family of Charles Leon Powell Jr. of
Holland,Mich., who died of cancer on Tuesday,
Aug. 12, 1997, at age 66.
He was a former member of the Hope faculty.
He was appointed an assistantprofessor of linguisticsin 1971, and from 1977 to 1984 served as
an adjunct assistant professor of linguisticsand
assistantdirector of internationaleducation.

He had also taught with Holland Community
Education.
Survivorsinclude his brother, Ron Powell of
MitcheUville, Md.

The family of Dane Scheuerman, who died on
Thursday,July 24, 1997. He was four days old.
Survivors include his parents,Cheryl Doan '84
Scheuerman and Daniel Scheuerman of Zeeland,
Mich.; a sister, Courtney,and brother. Drew, both
at home; grandparents,Roger Scheuerman, and
Milton and Lois Doan, all of Holland, Mich.; and
uncles and aunts.
He was preceded in death by a sister, Maggie,
in 1996, and a grandmother, Margaret
Scheuerman, in 1995.
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